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Shaivite Icons of Early Kashmir
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Abstract

The paper attempts to analyze the archaeological evidences in the form

of icons of God Shiva and the deities associated with him that have been

reported from Kashmir. They belong to the early and early medieval

period and are kept in the Sri Pratap Singh Museum, Srinagar and the

Dogra Art Gallery, Jammu. The available archaeological evidences are

corroborated with the literary evidences such as the Nilamata Purana,

the Deshopadesha, Narmamala and the Samayamatrka of Khsemendra

and the Rajatarangini of Kalhana. The picture that emerges indicates

that the iconography of the Shaivite icons was well known in early and

early medieval Kashmir. The icon worship of God Shiva in his various

forms was more widespread in the early period. The three headed Shiva,

Uma-Maheshvara and the Shiva Ardhanarishvara were the most popular

forms. Shiva linga worship became predominant in the early medieval

period. It is our conjecture that the emergence of Tantrism in the early

medieval period had a lot to do with this. Further, the evidences also

point to the widespread popularity of Puranic Shaivism in early and

early medieval Kashmir. God Shiva is an ascetic and his worship is

quite simple, devoid of any elaborate temple rituals. It could be performed

by the devotees themselves without the aid of a purohit. Hence, Shaivism

emerged as a prominent religious system of the elite and the masses

alike, especially during the early medieval period.
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The abundant literary and archaeological evidences at our disposal indicates

that God Shiva was one of the most popular divinity in early and early medieval

Kashmir. He was fondly venerated by the people of Kashmir in his various forms.

Even the deities associated with him were worshipped. Shiva was worshipped in

his popular human form as well as in the form of the sacred linga. The

NilamataPurana mentions specific dates, viz the eighth and the fourteenth day of

the month when the temple of Shiva should be visited by his devotees.1 From this,

we can infer that temples dedicated to Shiva existed in ancient Kashmir. Not only

this, the detailed procedure regarding the bathing of the image of the God is also

mentioned.2 Here, we may infer that along with the other gods, the image of the

God Shiva was also an object of ritualistic worship. Further, this purana gives us

the names of thrity-three divine image of God Shiva.3 It is significant to note that

certain images of God Shiva which are mentioned in the Nilamataare also referred

to by Kalhana, in his RajataranginiThis indicates the continuity in worship of the

particular icons and forms of God Shiva by the people of early medieval Kashmir.

The iconographical details of the icon of God Shiva were well known to the

author of the Nilamata.4 Significantly, while numerous referencesto icon worship

of God Shiva are mentioned in the Nilamata, there are few references to the Shiva

linga worship.5 We may infer that worship of icon of God Shiva was more popular

than the Shiva linga worship in early Kashmir. The popularity of Shiva worship

through the medium of icons continued in the early medieval period. The poet

Kshemendra exhibits his knowledge of the iconography of the icon of god Shiva

in his Deshopadesha.6 In his Samayamatrka, Kshemendra happens to mention

the sale of Nirmalya by a ganika in order to earn a livelihood.7 Ksemendra’s mention

of the sale of Nirmalyaor the water rendered holy since it had bathed the icon and

the Shiva lingaclearly indicates the existence of icons of the God Shiva and the

‘Shiva lingas’ in the temples dedicated to God Shiva in the early medieval period

of Kashmir. Kalhana informs us that the royalty and the nobility of the mentioned

time period consecrated several Shaiva shrines wherein icons of God Shiva and

the Shiva linga were worshipped by the devoutin the early medieval Kashmir. Images

of the Bull, the vahana of Shiva, the holy trident and the deities associated with

him were also venerated.8 The evidences furnished by Kalhana in his seventh and

eighth Taranga indicates a marked increase in the popularity of Shiva lingaworship

during this period as compared to the icon of Shiva. 9 It is our conjecture that the

emergence of Tantrikism in early medieval period of Kashmir had a lot to do with

this. We can say so for we are aware of the association of the Kaula school of

Kashmir Shaivism with tantrikism.10 Kaulism might be defined as the path in which

attempts are made to unite Kula i.e. Shakti and Akula, i.e. Shiva.

The exploration carried out in the valley from time to time have yielded

several icons of the different forms of Shiva as well as of the deities associated

with him. While most of these are housed in the Sri Pratap Singh Museum, Srinagar,

other are kept in the Dogra Art Gallery, Jammu. Few others are either a part of
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private collection outside the country or are worshipped at shrines outside India. 11

The icons of the different forms of Shiva and of the divinities associated with

him which have been reported from Kashmir include the three headed Shiva, Uma-

Maheshvara, Shiva Ardhanarishvara, Shiva Lakulisha, Shiva Nataraja, Shiva linga,

Karttikeya and Ganesha. In this paper, we will discuss the most popular forms and

these are the three headed standing and seated Shiva , Uma-Maheshvara and Shiva

Ardhanarishvara. Devotees also venerated the sacred Shiva linga.

I. Three Headed Shiva

Both seated and standing icons of three headed Shivahave been reported from

Pandrethan and Martanda.12 The standing icon of three headed Shiva from

Pandrethan has a benign face, of Mahadeva in the centre, a terrific angry looking

face, of Bhairava to its right and a feminine face, of Uma, to the left. The icon

wears a head dress and has four arms. While one hand to the right holds a trident,

the other, also on the right is in the abhayamudra. The hands to the left hold the

Kamandalu. The upper half of the body is naked while the lower half wears a

dhoti. A long garland and the yajnopavit are clearly seen.13 This icon is kept in the

S.P.S. Museum, Srinagar. Plate I, Fig.I)

A relief figure of three headed standing Shiva has been reported from

Mârtanda.14 While the central face is benign and represents Shiva, the right face of

the figure is fierce looking and represents Aghora-Bhairava. The corresponding

left face represents Vamadeva Umavaktra. This figure has eight hands holding a

rosary, a kamandalu, a staff, a matulnga, a blue lotus, a mirror, a trident and a

shield.15

We also have with us a bust of three-headed Shiva, which has been kept at

display in the Dogra Art Gallery, Jammu.16 The arms of this icon are missing. The

central face is benign and it represents Shiva. Surprisingly, the face to the right is

of Uma. The eyes of this beautifully sculpted face are closed. The expression is

calm. The face to the left is of Bhairava. The three heads of this icon wear an

ornamental crown. Necklace and ear-ornaments are also seen. A dagger is seen

tucked to the right side of the girdle. (Plate I, Fig.2)

II. Uma-Maheshvara

Explorations in Kashmir have brought forth icons of Maheshvara along with his

consort Uma. One standing icon of Uma-Maheshvara in chlorite is a part of a

private collection in New York.17 Another icon of Uma-Maheshvara has been

reported from Baramula. This icon is made up of limestone and portrays Shiva as

three headed and standing with his consort to the left. Each of the faces have a

vertical third eye. His matted locks are gathered on the top of the central head and

tied with a serpent. While the face to the right represents the terrific aspects of the

deity, the one to the left represents the feminine aspect. This icon of Maheshvara is

adorned with simple oronamens. The yajnopavit is clearly visible. Maheshvara is

Shaivite Icons of Early Kashmir
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shown with six arms while Uma has two arms. The icon of Uma is adorned with

simple jewellery.18 As per Paul, this icon must have been sculpted in the sixth

century A.D.19

A beautiful icon of Uma-Maheshvara in black stone, seated on the vahana

Nandi is kept in the Dogra Art Gallery, Jammu.20 This icon of Uma-Maheshvara is

partially damaged. The arms of Maheshvara, the face of Goddess Uma as well as

the head of the Bull, Nandi are broken. Nonetheless, we can easily identify the

God Maheshvara on account of the vertical third eye on the forehead. While his

right leg hangs down, his left leg is folded. On this folded leg sits Goddess Uma.

The face of Maheshvara is benign, calm and placid. The body of Nandi is intact.

(Plate II, fig. 1).

III. Ardhanarishvara Shiva

The Ardhanarishvara form of Siiva was very popular among the people of early

and early medieval Kashmir. The Nîlamata refers to this form of Shiva and mentions

that although Shiva is always celibate, the left half of his body is female. 21

Kshemendra also refers to the ArdhanarishvaraShiva who drinks poison at night

and wields the trishula.22 He again refers to him as the God who applies ashes on

his person, whose vahana is the vrsha and whose half body is that of a female. 23

Kalhana was a devout Shaiva and a worshipper of the Ardhanarishvara form of

Shiva. Our contention is strengthened as regards the popularity of this form of

Shiva from the evidence which is furnished by the invocatory verses of all the

eight tarangas of the Rajatarangini.24 The forms of God Shiva and Goddess

Parvati are so united that they appear as one. Their complete unison depicts the

essential unity of the Divine Nature.

It is significant to note that an icon of ArdhanarishvaraShiva was actually

found in the premises of the Avantisvamin temple.25 However, only the lower portion

of the icon is intact. The right half is male and the left half is female, the latter

representing Uma, the consort of Shiva.26 The left ankle of this icon is adorned

with rings. This hand holds a pot. In contrast, the right side is quite bare. A long

garland is seen.27 Small icons of Ganesha and Karttikeya are seen standing on the

right and left sides of the ArdhanarishvaraShiva. Nandi, the Bull, thrusts his head

forward towards the side of his lord. Icon of Ganesha holds a pot of sweets which

are being extracted by his trunk. Karttikeya holds a thunderbolt and quiver full of

arrows.28

Shiva linga

The veneration of the linga form of Shiva became more popular in the early medieval

period. Infact, the popularity of Shaivism increased tremendously in Kashmir under

the patronage of the rulers of the House of Loharas. 29

A Ekamukhalinga (one faced Shiva linga) has been reported from Baramula

(ancient Varahamula). At present, it is under worship in a small shrine within the
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compound of the sikh Gurudwara, on the opposite bank of the river at Buramula. 30

This Shiva lingastands out as a remarkable piece of sculpture. The fleshy, oval

face of God Shiva is so chiselled that it almost seems to emerge from the tapering

shaft, i.e. his phallic symbol. The image has three eyes, matted locks falling in

wavy strands on either side of the head and a benign expression. The crescent is

also visible.31

A four faced Shiva lingahas been found at Seri in the valley. Of the four

faces, one face is definitely a female one – that of Goddess Uma. This Shiva lingais

of considerable height and width and is lying in the open field. (Plate II, fig. 2)

To conclude, we may submit the following points:-

i) The archaeological evidences in the form of the icons of God Œiva in his

various forms and the Shiva lingas clearly indicate the popularity of Puranic

Shaivism in early and early medieval Kashmir.

ii) The mentioned archaeological evidences corroborate and gives strength to the

literary evidences mentioned in the paper and attests the widespread prevalence

of Puranic Shaivism in Kashmir during the period under study.

iii) Of the above discussed Shaivite icons, some reflects a reasonable good

craftsmanship while others are not so well executed. Nonetheless, they succeed

in conveying the intended idea to the onlooker. The reasons for difference in

the quality of execution might be, in our reckoning, the patronage and the

religious fervor of Kashmiri kings like Ucchala and Jayasimha along with the

indulgence of the sculptors. In the existing turbulent political environment of

the valley, the fulfillment of the economic requirements weighed heavily on

the sculptor’s mind. And this definitely affected the worksmanship of the

sculptor.

        

                     Plate I, fig. 1                              Plate I, fig. 2
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                Plate II, fig. 1                              Plate II, fig. 2
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2.

Precious Art and Architecture of Dhar

Fort in Independent Malwa

*Dr. Vinay Shrivastava

Abstract

The history of Malwa provincial style of Indian Muslim architecture is

found in two major cities Dhar and Mandu. Dhar city has been the

capital of Malwa since ancient times. The early medieval Malwa was

ruled by the mighty Paramaras. These Indian rulers were very influential.

Their empire was very wide. It is known from the Parmara period records

that the Parmar rulers were great patrons of literature and architecture. 1

Parmar temple and idol crafts are found from every corner of Malwa.

The relics of this era are filled in the tehsils of Hinglajgarh, Ujjain,

Dewas, Dhar, Indore and Mandsaur districts. Later in the medieval

period through the construction material of all these temples. The Muslim

invaders got the early buildings constructed at Dhar and Mandu. The

book “Samarangan Sutradhar” in the Parmar period is an authentic

source of wonderful architectural information.

The influence of 200 years of Muslim rule and tradition established in India

for the architecture of Malwa is visible in the later Middle Ages. Where Islam with

its arrival influenced the life of another Indian in all spheres, he himself was also

affected. The impact of the exchange of this tradition is clearly visible in various

fields as well as in the field of art and architecture. 2 

There is no unanimity among art experts regarding the architecture of this

era and the mutual influences. Ferguson, propounding the excess of foreign

influence in this art, has called it Indo-Saracenic or Pathan art. 3 On the contrary,

Haival, who is penetrating the second art, has called the architecture of this era

*Associate Professor of History, Higher Education Department, Chhatrasal
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completely Hindu art. He has denied foreign influence in the art of this era, arguing

that Muslim crafts in India have had an Indian imprint.4 The third view is that of

Sir John Marshall, which is more rational and valid. Marshall has called the art of

this era neither Sarasikan and Pathan nor Hindu art. He has termed the art of this

era as Indo-Islamic art.5 According to Marshall, the inspiration for the architecture

of this era came from both the sources i.e. Islam and India. 6 Marshall’s view has

been accepted by many other art experts as well, they called it Indo-Islamic art. 7

Although India had made a lot of development in the field of architecture

even before the arrival of the Muslims. Islam brought with it 4 new elements in the

field of architecture.8 These elements were giant round domes, high towers,

archways and basements. Muslim art in its original form was based on simplicity.

They lacked ornamentation.9

In contrast, Hindu art had a predominance of ornamentation. Pillars were

prevalent in Hindu art. Temples were topped by high navigable shikharas, on which

golden urns were installed. In contrast, mosques had huge round domes and stone

urns on them.10 The minarets were of great importance in Muslim art, which

surrounded the dome. Great importance was given to fixed mines in tombs and

mosques.11 The two arts differed in nature and ideal, yet the two arts interacted and

influenced each other. Hindu craftsmen and artisans also kept Indian influence

alive in Muslim art kept.12 Due to Hindu influence, the ornaments were replaced

by the verses of the Quran. The golden urn was replaced by the councilors. The

interiors of the minarets and mosques also appeared ornamented. In this way both

the arts influenced each other and gave birth to a new style derived from Indo-

Islamic.13

The medieval East and Afghan rulers in Malwa were also great art masters

and builders. While he converted many Hindu and Jain temples into mosques, on

the other hand many new buildings and grand buildings were also constructed. For

the construction of beautiful buildings, they selected Hindu craftsmen. 14 The

accomplished Hindu craftsmen channeled their art in such a way that it would suit

the interests of the new rulers. This was the reason that medieval art came to be

known as Hindu Muslim architecture rather than Pathan or Hindu. 15 The Medieval

architecture of Malwa is mainly scattered in the form of buildings established in

two cities Dhar and Mandav.16 Due to the demolition of the Parmara period temples

of this region, many temples were built in the Maratha era by reconciling their

remains, such as the Mahakal temple Ujjain. 17 When the Muslim power was

established in Malwa, the art could not impress him much and he was attracted to

Delhi, the center of imperial power, for the style of his buildings. On the other

hand, Delhi was also constantly the center of many political movements, due to

this also artisans and craftsmen continued to move to other states. Returns. 18 This

is the reason that the influence of Delhi’s royal decoration building style is visible

on the buildings of Malwa. Ornate buildings, inward sloping walls, arches, huge

domes, pyramid-like umbrellas, etc. are the hallmarks of this style.19 The

Precious Art and Architecture of Dhar Fort.....
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characteristics and elements of the royal architectural style of Delhi have been

integrated into their craft with the mastery of Malwa’s craftsmanship. 20 This

unprecedented coordination has endowed the Malwa craft with a wonderfully unique

beauty. 21 A remarkable feature of the buildings of Malwa is that most of the buildings

here are built on high and huge platforms and their entrance is related to the stairs

leading from the ground below, due to which the grandeur and beauty of the

buildings increase further. Huge terraces have also been constructed in these

buildings.22 

From the military point of view, the strategic importance of Malwa was

immense. This was the only province connecting North India with South India and

establishing relations in North and South. Because according to the Indian

geographical background, Malwa is located in the middle of India. All the routes

going from north to south passed through Malwa. 23 The route connecting Gujarat

and the ports of the west to the north also passed  through Malwa. 24 In the south,

Gujarat, Rajasthan, Bundelkhand and Gondwana may have become an important

military center of Malwa in times of invasion or war.25  For this reason, Malwa had

a special importance throughout the medieval period. Keeping in view this

commercial and strategic importance of Malwa, from time to time many rulers

made many major cities of Malwa the center of military activities, in which Dhar,

Mandav, Chanderi, Ujjain, Mandsaur etc. were important. 26 Due to the historical

importance of Malwa from the strategic and military point of view, the rulers here

built important forts from the point of view of security of various cities. This fort,

built from time to time in different cities in Malwa, is very important from the

point of view of art and architecture.27 In Medieval Malwa, from military and

strategic point of view, the rulers built many important forts, which were important

from military point of view as well as strategically important for the state. Dhar

fort is very important among these forts. 28.

Dhar’s fort-Dhar city 22’23 oh,75’19 BC. situated at. The height of this city

is 1908 feet above sea level. The city of Dhar is one of the important cities of India

whose intact, historical splendor has been the subject of competition for centuries.
29 In the Mahabharata, Dhar has been described as an ancient religious place. 30.

The name of the city of Dhar is mentioned for the first time in the inscription of

Jaunpur.31 For about 300 years this city was the capital of the Paramaras in Malwa.

In the historical context related to the Paramaras, Dhar is written as their total

capital.32. In the middle of the 10th century, the Parmar ruler Raja Bhoj made Dhar

his capital, as a result of which the city gained political fame. In the medieval

period, the city of Dhar under the Parmar rulers was targeted by many contemporary

rulers, in which Chalukyas, Baghel of Gujarat and Chaman of Shakambhari were

prominent.33. In the 13th century, both the fort and the city of Dhar were under the

control of the Parmar rulers. After the fall of the Parmar dynasty, this place came to

be known as Piran-i-Dhar.34.

In the 14th century, Mohammed bin Tughlaq defeated the Parmaras and took

control of the fort. In 1560 AD, Dhar was annexed to the province of Malwa by

Dr. Vinay Shrivastava
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Emperor Akbar. After the Maratha rulers entered Dhar in 1690 AD, the authority of

the Maratha dynasty Panwars was established on it. In 1742 AD, Anand Rao Panwar

helped in establishing Maratha state power. This fort was of great importance from

the strategic and historical point of view as it was situated on the road leading to

South and Gujarat. Thus the importance of this fort remained in the Mughal and

Maratha era. The last Peshwa Bajirao II was born in this fort on 10 January 1774

AD.35 At the time of the revolt of 1875 AD, that fort was captured by the Rohilla and

other rebel armies who were in the service of the state of Dhar. Later, the British sent

an army from Mhow under the leadership of General Steward, who destroyed the

walls of the fort with artillery and captured the fort. Even at this time, the British

received a treasure worth about  Rs.900000, which they sent to Mhow.36

Dhar Fort is situated on a high quadrangular hill north of Dhar city at 22°36’N

and 25°-18’E.37 The exact date of construction of this fort is not known, but it is

definitely Sultan Mohammed bin Tughlaq. It was built during the reign of 1325-

1351. This fact has also been mentioned by the contemporary historian Burney 38

In South Gujarat and Malwa, when the situation was explosive due to the constant

revolts of the Amirs, the treasure sent from Devgiri was kept safe in this fort, at

that time Aziz Khamba was the Subedar in Malwa. 39. This fortification of the

house is mainly influenced by the style of fortifications built in medieval India. It

cannot be placed in the category of huge forts. This fort is more influenced by the

style of fortifications of Gwalior and Devgiri. 40 The main entrance of this fort is

built in western India. Apart from this, the other three gates are also connected in

this series. We find examples of what type of door line in the fort of Kaabil Garh of

Amravati and Narnala fort of Akola. 41

Lamita sand stone has been used for the construction of the gates and

fortifications of this fort. Similar material has also been used in other fortifications

of Malwa like Mandu, Mandsaur, Bijagarh, Hinglajgarh. The fort of Dhar is mainly

built of red stones. Pointed arches have been used on the gates of this fort. Along

with this, dome-shaped roofs were also constructed. 42 Two pointed arches have

been used on the main entrance, around which the chambers of sentries have also

been built. The verandah coming out of the doorway leads to the platform of sentries,

which is a little narrow. A bastion has been constructed between the walls at different

places on the doorway of this fort. The second gate is smaller than the first entrance,

as well as the construction of the Sachchidra wall. 43 In this gate, a huge bastion

was used to connect the Sachchr wall with the fortification and a small bastion was

used to connect the walls. After crossing this gate comes the outer circle of defense

of the fort. In the series of gates, the doorway of the third order is very big but

sentry chambers have not been built in it. 44 There is a narrow and rectangular court

hall between the third and fourth gate passages. On the southern corner of the fort

is the tomb of Bandichhordata. The fourth path is completely open. The sentry

chambers are also associated with this doorway. Two types of turrets have been

used under this fort. The first Mahabahu Burj, which is very huge, whose diameter

is 15 meters. The second arm tower, which is a smaller bastion and whose diameter

Precious Art and Architecture of Dhar Fort.....
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is 13 meters.45  Under this fort, 13 bastions have been built on the main fortification

wall. This turret is pointed and circular and has been carved on stone without the

use of lime. Pieces of clay and lime have been filled inside these bastions. The

height of all these turrets is about 1/8. This type of bastion has also been built on

the wall of the fortification.46 Therefore, a solid base was made by these bastions

and a sentry room has been constructed for the protection of the fortifications.

Similarly, five small bastions were built on the main wall of the fort. The main

feature of this fort is the construction of porous walls. Similarly, five small bastions

were built on the main wall of the fort. The main feature of this fort is the construction

of porous walls.47. 

Stone carvings have been done on the main wall of the fort. A space has been

created to keep the weapons inside the fort. On the outer side of the fort, a space

has been created for the use of the army. Along with the construction of Kharbooja

Mahal inside the fort, the basement was also constructed and some small rooms

have been built inside the palace. In front of Kharbooja Mahal is Sheesh Mahal,

which was constructed in the east of Kharbooja Mahal. 48 There is a deep well on

the southeast corner of the fort, which was the only source of water supply in the

fort. 49 This well was built by Bajirao II. Both these palaces are presently in a

ruined state. There are some residential buildings on the north side of the fortification

and the rampart itself. There are no particularly noteworthy buildings or monuments

within the fort.50. 

Conclusion— From architectural point of view this fort of Dhar is neither

full of beauty, nor impressive. This fort has in its past the memories of medieval

history which affected the whole of Malwa. The importance of Dhar Fort is for its

strategic and military importance. Being situated between the south and the north

in the medieval period, this fort continued to be used for military campaigns and

this fort was also used to store loot. The medieval architectural features of Malwa

were used in this fort. This fort was built on the principle of utilitarianism. Even

during the British period, the fort of Dhar continued to be used to keep the soldiers.

The fort of Dhar, despite all its shortcomings, is considered very important from

the strategic and political point of view, which influenced the history of Medieval

Malwa and gave it a new direction. The Sultans and rulers of Malwa showed special

interest in this fort and resorted to military campaigns for its capture. The fort of

Dhar is an important medieval architectural heritage which is associated with the

memories of the past.
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3.

Traditional Games and Entertainments

of Medieval Malwa

*Dr. Asha Shrivastava

Abstract

In the contemporary sources of Abstract-Malwa, the mention of

traditional games is found very limitedly, but in folk literature and folk

songs, the mention of traditional games is found extensively.  On the

basis of folk literature and Jain literature, a detailed description of

traditional sports and means of entertainment is obtained in medieval

Malwa. This research paper gives information about traditional sports

and entertainment on the basis of contemporary literature and

manuscripts.

It is mentioned in the Jain text Jasharcharu that the daughters-in-law used

to listen to the melodious sound of kahli and flute music while doing their household

chores.  Music and music were important means of entertainment.  This is the

reason why people used to sing sullit songs, recite MangalStuti, play mridang and

taal, play bherio and trumpets.  And the sheikhs used to play more drums. 1 Not

only on auspicious occasions but also at the time of welcoming the kings, the

drums were played.2 It is mentioned that the luxuriant women used to perform

various types of beautiful dances on the beats of musical instruments and songs,

while dancing, they also sang songs.3  There is mention of dance, etc.4.

Painting was also an important and artistic means of entertainment.  Many

people used to be skilled in painting. Good painters used to make pictures instantly.

Seeing the pictures of handsome men, many girls used to fall in love with them. 5

The walls of the planets of villages and cities were painted with different types of

pictures.6.  Many people were also entertained by theatrical performances.  The

performances of the plays were harmonized with melodious songs and attractive
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dances and melodious musical instruments.  From place to place there used to be

Natyashala through which Navarasas were communicated. Ujjain was in a way the

land of music, poetry, drama and dance. 7  It is known from contemporary sources

that the sultan and the wealthy class used to keep women for dancing and singing

for entertainment and used to entertain through them during the time of luxury.

Gambling was also a means of entertainment.  This type of entertainment was full

of deceit and immoral sexual relations.

There were also many excellent means of entertainment. It is evident from

the entire contemporary Jain literature and inscriptions that many householders

used to spend their time telling stories to each other.  Enlightened people used to

spend their time in poetry readings and philosophical discussions.  Whereas the

utterly illiterate villagers and forest dwellers used to spend time in hunting, fishing,

performing wrestling operations, spending time in the Haat Bazar and watching

the prodigy etc8.  Like the ancient times, this sequence continued during the reign

of the Sultans of Mandu.  Jhanjhar’s grandson and Bahand’s son Mantri Mandan

was a very talented scholar and politician.Being born in the Shrimant clan, there

was an unprecedented coordination of both Lakshmi and Saraswati.  On the strength

of his scholarship and ability, he progressed and became the chief minister of Sultan

Hoshang Shah Ghori of Mandu.  Due to the influence of Mandan, the gathering of

scholars had increased in Mandavgarh, and scholars were felicitated on the day in

the RajyaSabha.  In the remaining time after the Raj work, it used to spend its time

in learned meetings and in learned seminars only.  As early as the morning before

going to the RajyaSabha, there used to be a fair of poets and scholars in his palace.

He had great respect for every scholar and poet, and used to honor and encourage

them by giving food, clothes and worthy prizes.  He was also a great lover of

music. There were concerts at fixed times at night, featuring local and newcomer

musicians, and musical performances and competitions.  Listening to its musical

love, music artists from Gujjars, Rajasthan and other provinces also used to come

on long long journeys.  Mandan himself was also a skilled musician and

instrumentalist.  Apart from music, Mandal was also well versed in other genres

and arts like astrology, verses, grammar, etc.In his assembly, there were also

occasional dharmbads and the position of the chief was reserved for it. This was a

sign of his communal feelings.  Such calm exchange of thoughts and constant

debates at one place of opposing ideologies like Sankhya, Buddhist, Jain, Vedic

etc. undoubtedly proves the wonderful knowledge, religious ability etc.  All the

poets lived permanently in the assembly of Mandan, which he himself borne. 9

Contemporary source “ZafarulWaleh” 10 mentions the game of “Chougan”

(a type of polo) by GhiyasuddinKhilji as well as entertained himself by “Sama”

(music and dance of Sufis).11  In Amir Khusro’sDevlaraniKhizr Khan, various

entertainments are mentioned during the festivals at one place, during the

preparations for Khizr Khan’s marriage, various types of entertainment programs

are mentioned, the description is as follows- Bringing pictures on the walls  were

Traditional Games and Entertainments of Medieval Malwa
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made, drums and instruments began to be played, swordsmen performed duty with

swords, some gladiators who could bluntly break through a ball, “nuts” performed

their spectacle, some jugglers could shoot the ball into the sky.  Bounce and someone

swallowed the sword like water.  People used to make different types of disguises,

sometimes some became an angel, sometimes some god.  Similarly, people used to

make different types of masquerades.  People used to get mesmerized by the

melodious singing of the singers.  “Chang” and “Daf” (a type of musical instrument),

some people used to enjoy playing various types of Hindustani instruments in the

pumpkin tambours.  Another copper instrument called “Tummbak” was placed in

the fingers of the beauties. Hindi tumbak was also played. Hindustani beauties

drove people crazy with the tone of their lips. They used to wear silk clothes.  She

used to keep her hands in her hands for the rhythm, she used to enchant people

notwith alcohol but with music. The dancers used to dance on the melodious

tone of music.12

In Amir Khusro’sNuhe “Sipehar” 13 there is evidence of playing the game of

chess. It must have been played in Malwa also. There are mentions of Sultans

having mastered their slaves in various arts for entertainment.  Paturbaji (art of

chivalry)14 , some were taught to sing and some to play, some were taught to

“wrestle”15.  After becoming proficient in these arts, she used to entertain the Sultan

and the royal people.  It is mentioned in relation to Sultan GhiyasuddinKhilji in

“BakyateMustakhi” that he used to buy things from women for entertainment in

the “Zanana Bazaar” built by himself.  A “ball field” was available in its antahpur.16

Information about the entertainment of Medieval Malwa is also obtained from the

pictures of Mandsaur, although this picture is not the Sultanate period but the

Mughal period, but no play tradition arises suddenly, but from generation to

generation and  the traditional games mentioned in these paintings must have been

prevalent in the Parmar period and in the early medieval period. They are rarely

mentioned in contemporary sources, but they are mentioned in contemporary folk

literature.

Some of the major traditional games of Malwa mentioned in contemporary

texts are as follows-

1. Wrestling- It is also called wrestling or riot.  The prevalence of wrestling was

so much in the Middle Ages that both the rich and the common class had some

knowledge in this art.

2. Animal race- “horse race” was prominent in animal race. Horse racing was

organized by the ruling class at various times.

3. Animal War- Animal war was the most popular means of entertainment and

amusement during this period. Common man dogs, deer , used to participate in

watching the fight of chicken, goat, buffalo, bull etc. In contrast, the rich class

used to participate in the fight of elephant, cheetah, deer and wild boar etc.

4. Hunting - Hunting or hunting also for the purpose of entertainment.

5. Nuts were also entertained by the performance of nuts. They performed their

Dr. Asha Shrivastava
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art in the streets, markets and squares. Monkey dance, bear dance, children

walk on rope, circle of fireballs.  Jumping, walking upside down, walking on

the head, etc. were the main games performed by the Nats.

6. Aatya-shatya- This wasa popular group game of Medieval Malwa. In this game

two teams played in a Chaugan made according to certain method. One team

wanted to challenge Chaugan and the other wanted to play in the created

Chaugan.  He was determined to make his plan a failure.  In medieval times

this game was very popular among the rural people.

7. Banchhda- In this game a black cloth was tied over the cow’s eyes and the cow

was separated from its calf and left to catch the calf.

8. AankhMicholi- In this game a child was blindfolded, he used to catch other

players on the basis of sound or style.

9. Pakadpati- Pakadpati means to catch any player.  In this game the protagonist

of the game runs to catch his comrades and the kids run to escape from him.

10. DhaniMukka- This game was very popular among rural girls.  In this game, the

girls used to punch the brothers with a paddy in their hand, if the brother looked

back at him, he used to catch the rice.

11. Langdi- It was a game played by girls.  In this game, a girl used to hold one of

her legs and catch the other girls.

1. Dolls : A child is depicted playing with a doll.

2. Badfareh (Humming Top) : This picture depicts a child with a humming

top.

3. Kuch :The domesticated sheep that was used by children to play on its back is

also depicted.

4. Khumak : A small drum or drum used for entertainment.  The use of the word

Thumuk is related to the beating of the drum.  Its picture makes it clear that

after this the yantra was used in the time of enthusiasm and enthusiasm.

5. Dum (Trap) One of the paintings depicts a man trapping a fish from the river.

It is part of both entertainment and fulfillment of human needs.

6. Aiad : A variant of the game (back- gammon) on It is played by two persons,

and boys and boys watch it.  In the picture there were two persons playing and

the boys are watching.

7. Zigar : This is a type of children’s game in which children fill air in their

mouth and hit their cheeks, which makes a sound.  This game is depicted in a

picture.17.

8. shaiburaurshaipur : A type of musical instrument used in war.

9. Shugh : (Bull’s horns) One painting depicts two bulls fighting head to head.

Which proves that animal warfare was also a traditional sport, which people

used for entertainment.

10. Shikari : One picture depicts hunting with spears and arrows, making it clear

that hunting was also a form of sport and entertainment.

11. Furujeh (a kite) : It is clear from this that the sport of kite flying was also

Traditional Games and Entertainments of Medieval Malwa
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prevalent at this time.18

12. Farfareh (toy a child’s) : A picture refers to a laddu or a bhavra or a spinner,

which keeps on spinning.  This must have been the main game of the children.

20. Kurisht : This is a children’s game in which small and big sticks are used.  In

the picture two children are depicted playing sitting on a horse.

21. Galleh or Kalleh : Place for Recreation (Pavilion) This diagram illustrates

that traditional sporting and entertainment events were held collectively and

enjoyed by all

22. Kazah or Kasheh : The place where hunters used to play the game of ambush.

23. Luhftan (Doll) : the picture of dolls clarifies that children used to play the

game of dolls.

24. Nimur (Deer Hunting) : This picture indicates the hobby of deer hunting. 19

25. Nava : A musical instrument used for entertainment.

26. Vaznijor Vaznich : A type of swing.  In the picture there is a scene of swinging.20

Thus the meanings of the words used in Mifata al-Fazl refer to the means of

games and means of entertainment in use at that time.  In these pictures related to

the words given above are available. These pictures give information about the

games played in the Sultanate period.
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4.

Opium Trade in The Princely

States of Malwa:

With Special Reference to The Ratlam State

*Dr. Vinay Shrivastava

Abstract

 - Opium cultivation has made an important contribution in Malwa. Not

only from economic point of view, social and political point of view also

the cultivation of opium has made a remarkable contribution in this

field, because while another opium is used basically for medicines, on

the other hand opium is used as an intoxicant. Sugar, hashish, can also

be used. The entire area of opium production was earlier known as Malwa

region, which included all the princely states of the state, including

Ratlam, Dhar, Javra, Sitamau, Dewas, Sailana, Rajgarh, Narsinghgarh,

as well as Indore and Gwalior. The trade of opium from the princely

states of Malwa was done at national and international level. In the

present research paper, a detailed and factual discussion has been done

about the trade of opium in Ratlam, the principal princely state of Malwa

and its past history as well as exports and various taxes levied on it. In

the present research paper, the percentage of income of opium in

international export and income of the state and tax rates on exported

opium has been highlighted. Opium has also been a subject of social

prestige in the history of Malwa. Opium farmers have also had a social

reputation in the region. The present research paper throws critical light

on all these facts.

Geographical and Political Location of Ratlam State Ratlam has been a major

Rajput state in the Malwa region of central India, it is situated between 30 degree
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6 and 30 degree 33 north latitude and 74 degree 3 and 75 degree 17 east latitude. 1

The name Ratlam state originated from the name of the popular Raja Ratan Singh

who was the founder of this state. Abul Fazl, a scholar of the court of Mughal

Emperor Akbar, long before Ratan Singh, in his famous book Ain-e-Akbari, has

described Ratlam as a palace of Suba Malwa. The capital of Suba Malwa was

Ujjain.2 The territory of Ratlam state meets Sailana. The boundaries of this state

are touched by Javra and Pratapgarh (Rajputana) in the north, Gwalior, Dhar and

Kushalgarh (Rajputane) in the east and Indore in the south and Kushalgarh Banswara

(Rajputane) in the west.3 The total area of the state is 902 Sq. of which 455 square

miles was divided into jagirs and only 447 square miles or 49% was Khalsa land or

was directly included under the court. 4

Ratlam State on the Malwa Plateau. situated at. There is no river in this

state.5 Being situated on the plateau of Malwa, the weather of this state is moderate

and even. The temperature is comparatively cool in summer and the nights are

cool and comfortable. The average rainfall here is 27 inches. 6 The total cultivable

land area is 116700 acres out of which 7200 acres of land or 62% of the cultivable

land is irrigated.7

Political Position of Ratlam State :

The liberal policy that Emperor Akbar started by taking advantage of the valor,

courage and devotion of the Rajputs, was continued by his successors as well. 8

Under this policy, the Rathor rulers of Jodhpur-Marwar also made friendship with

the Mughal emperors. The Mughal emperor Shah Jahan granted the jagir of Jalore

region of Rajputana to Mahesh Das, a prince of the Rathor dynasty. Raja of Ratlam

state was the descendant of this Mahesh Das.9 Mahesh Das’s successor was Ratan

Singh, who became the lord of Jalore’s jagir after his father’s death in 1647 AD.

Like his father, Ratan Singh served Shah Jahan faithfully and participated in various

wars. Shah Jahan was very pleased with his actions. It is noteworthy that the

kingdom of Sitamau was also established as a branch of Ratlam state. Ratan Singh

was the ancestor of both the royal families. He cannot meet his expenses.10

Therefore, he conveyed his request through Prince Dara to Shah Jahan that he

should be given a jagir in Malwa in lieu of Jalore’s jagir. Shah Jahan was pleased

with the courageous deeds and service of Ratan Singh, he had served the empire

by participating in many wars. Ratan Singh’s prayer was accepted. Ratlam pargana

in Suba Malwa, whose income was worth 52 lakhs, gave it in the form of ancestral

lineage and should fulfill the income according to the mansab, in Malwa itself,

Badnawar, Titraud, Agar, Kothri-Padwa, Barod, Alot etc. Parganas and Ramgarh. 11

Gave jagirs around Nahargarh etc. which personally came under the authority of

Ratan Singh.12

As the owner of Jalore’s Jagir, Ratan Singh realized that he could not spend

his money on the income of the Jagir. Therefore, he conveyed his request to Shah

Jahan through Prince Dara that he should be given a jagir in Malwa in lieu of

Jalore’s jagir. Happy with the courageous deeds and service of Shahjahan Ratan
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Singh. 13 He had served the empire by participating in many royal wars. Ratan

Singh’s prayer was accepted. In the morning, Ratlam pargana in Malwa, which

was worth 52 lakhs, gave it to him in the form of country, and to fulfill the income

according to all, Badnawar, Titrod, Agar, Kothdi, Padwa, Barod, Alot etc. Gadgucha,

Ramgarh, Nahargarh etc. around the jagirs, which personally came under the

authority of Ratan Singh.14

Ratlam Pargana, which Ratlam received in the traditional jagir of the dynasty,

had been under the Ujjain government of Malwa province since the time of Akbar.

Even in the time of Akbar, this pargana was under the control of Rajputs, and it

was mainly a settlement of Sethi Rajputs. During the reign of Jahangir, this pargana

remained in the jagir of Maharaja Sur Singh of Jodhpur for many years. 15

In AD 1658, Ratan Singh gave another introduction of his courage and bravery

in the wars of succession among the sons of Shah Jahan. Ratan Singh, along with

many of his soldiers, attained martyrdom while fighting on behalf of the royal

army of the Mughals in the battle of Dharamat, fought on 15 April 1658 AD. 16

After the death of Ratan Singh, Ram Singh, (1658-1682 ) Shiv Singh, 9682-1684),

Keshavdas, (1684) Chhatrasal, (1684-1709), Kesari Singh, (1709-1773), Man Singh,

(1716-1743), Prithvi Singh, (1743-1773), Padam Singh, (1773-1800), Parvat Singh,

(1800-1825), Balwant Singh, (1825-1857), Bhairav Singh, (1857-1864), Ranjit

Singh, (1884-1893), Sajan Singh, (1839) etc. sat on the throne of Ratlam. 17

1694 AD, Nasruddin Khan, a ruler sent by the Subedar of Ujjain, came to

Ratlam in the form of Amin-e-Jaziya to collect the Jaziya. King Keshavdas of

Ratlam was at that time fighting with Aurangzeb in the south. The economic

condition of the state was very bad in those days. Therefore, the amount of jizya

could not be paid.18 Amir-e-Jaziya could not bear it. He misbehaved with the maids

of the Raj Mahal which the Rajput guards could not bear and they beheaded

Nasruddin near the Raj Mahal. He ousted King Keshavdas from the kingdom of

Ratlam. His mansab was also reduced. The family of Keshavdas had to leave the

palace of Ratlam. After this he established a new state in Sitamau. The kingdom of

Ratlam was given to Chhatrasal, another son of Ratan Singh. 19

From 1684 to 1947 AD, Ratlam was ruled by Ranjit Singh and Sajan Singh

respectively, this period was the period of modernization of Ratlam. The reign of

Raja Ranjit Singh is notable for political, economic, intellectual consciousness.

The country got independence in 1947 AD. The princely state of Ratlam was also

freed from the domination of the British and on 28 May 1948 was merged into the

state of Central India.20

Ratlam has been a major princely state of Malwa. Ratlam was one of the first

class trading cities of central India. It was the center of the extensive opium trade.

Before the start of the railway line in Khandwa in 1872 AD, there was no better

market than Ratlam.21 The introduction of the railways, though beneficial in many

areas, increased the flow of sales, diverted trade flows and opened new distribution

areas in the neighborhood. 22 Ratlam stopped imports despite the actual need for

local consumption. In 1878 AD the railway line was extended to Ratlam and the

Opium Trade in The princely  States of Malwa
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bullock cart traffic which was unable to compete with the railways began to decline

rapidly. The opium trade was also affected by this. 23

The major imports into the state were, according to importance, raw opium,

European tools, ghee, spices, tobacco, sugar, molasses, salt, Carocine, , metal

materials, etc. The major export commodities were opium, grain, cotton, spleen,

metal articles, footwear and linseed. Opium was imported from neighboring districts.

After this opium was sent to Bombay.24 

All the various types of taxes came under two categories – Saare or Custom

and Excise. Opium was an important revenue-generating commodity among the

other states of Malwa and has always been subject to heavy taxes. 25 The city of

Ratlam was the main center of the opium trade in Malwa, but with the introduction

of the railways and the establishment of government weighing machines at other

locations, the trade gradually declined.26 Various taxes were levied on this

intoxicating duck at different levels-

1. Local chicks that were brought into the city by the grower were subject to

import duty at the rate of Rs.2-12-0 per gram and foreign opium taxed at the

rate of 15 annas per mind.

2. Rah Dari Tax was levied on all types of chicks at the rate of Rs.1-11-6 per

mind. 

3. Export tax was levied on all types of chicks at the rate of Rs.13-8-9 per head.

On the manufacture of child opium, a Rahdari tax of Rs 2-2-0 per mana was

charged on a mind of 80 pounds and a tax of Rs 2-13-6 per box, 140 pounds

was charged.27

The export tax per box was Rs.21-2-3, but in case of opium produced from

chicks imported from outside the state, a concession of Rs.8 per box was allowed.

In addition to these regular taxes, various cesses were also levied-in respect of

betting and on transactions and deals in respect of time. 28

£140 per box was exported to China, so about Rs.30/- had to be paid as

fringe tax on speculative transactions before its scales reached the machine. The

opium box, which used to cost around £140, was distributed as follows:

1. The price of a 170 pound opium chick was Rs 408, zero anana and zero paise.

408-0-0. 

2. The cost of construction used to be  8, 0 annas and zero paise. 8-0-0. 

3. The interest on capital was 32, zero annas and 0 paise.32-0-0. The export tax

was 20, 0 annas and zero paise. 20-0-0. 

4. Miscellaneous tax was 1, 14 annas, and zero paisa.

5. Brokarage was zero Rupees, 13 aana and zero paisa

6. Other fees on opium boxes were Rs 5, 5 annas, and zero paise, (5-5-0)

Thus the total sum was Rs 476, 0 anana and zero paisa. 29

The sale price of opium in the city was around 530, giving a profit of 54 per

box.30
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If the box was exported to China, an additional tax of  600 had to be paid to

the British government on the weighing machine. The cost of a box of opium in

Bombay used to be around 1150/-. About 25000 boxes of new and 2000 boxes of

old opium were generally available for sale in the city every year. The annual

average volume of opium production was about 28, 000 and the revenue tax on the

cultivation of opium and the tax on opium amounted to 50% of the Khalsa income

of the state.31 The quantity exported to China kept on changing. Between 1850 AD

to 1870 AD, the number of boxes exported annually to Bombay was 6000, from

1870 AD to 1900 AD it was 2700. Year 1900-1901 AD. The actual number of

exports was 1523, 1901–1902 AD was 2119, 1902–1903 AD. The numbers were

2007, 1903–1904 AD were 1506, 1904–1905 AD were 1522, and 1905–1906 AD

were 680.32 The average tax amount on opium exported to Bombay was 32000 per

annum and the amount of export tax at various places in India was 2000 per annum.

The amount of import tax was 4000. Opium could be exported only on the basis of

admit card.33

Conclusion :

Malwa is a historical region of West Central India. The region has been one of the

important producers of opium in the world. the Malwa plateau also produced large

quantity of opium in the colonial period. The Malwa region was entirely under

numerous princely states subject to indirect rule. so that the company had no direct

control over the production of the drug or it’s wholesales trade. private Indian and

European traders, initially Indo Portuguese traders from Goa, pioneered the export

of the opium produce of Malwa. Malwa opium exported to China via Bombay

Port.34

In the presented research paper, detailed information has been given about

how the domestic trade of opium was done in Ratlam state, the first class trading

city of Malwa and which routes were used in this trade. The value of local chick in

Ratlam state, export tax levied on it, payment, betting transaction (Dhar Waikar)

has been mentioned. Import and export taxes of opium sent from Ratlam state to

China and Mumbai have been described in this research paper. The production

and export and trade of opium during the colonial period was an important and

state-influencing activity in the Malwa province of central India, which brought

unprecedented changes in the economic and social sphere throughout central India.

The opium farmer and trader was considered a prestige indicator in the social

sector because of the opium trade and it had a special status for the state as well.

Ratlam as a first-class state of Malwa was a leader in this trade which affected the

whole of Malvanchal.
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5.

Customs, Cloth, Conversion

And Controversies:
Sartorial Reforms In 19th Century Kerala

                                     *Dr.  Geetha.E.

Abstract :

One of the debates evolved in the context of colonial modernity was

around clothing of women. Not to clothe the torso was the dressing

conduct of the Keralites, both for the males and females. It was the

accepted custom from the king to the outcaste. When sartorial reforms

were introduced by the missionaries among their converts in the name

of modesty, it mooted communal tensions. When the upper castes thought

that their religion and customs were in danger the converts, with the

support of the missionaries, vigorously asserted their right to clothe as

they desired. Eventually customs vanished in the wake of modernity.

Key Words - customs, religion, evangelization, modernity

Introduction

Though they were the least clothed people, the pre-colonial Kerala could tell many

tales about clothing1, where cloth had acquired dimensions beyond climatic

necessity, availability or affordability. As caste was the most important identity of

an individual, the primordial malayali custom insisted that his/her identity should

by revealed at a glance, by and large by his/her attire. In Kerala, many people lived

together, the indigenous communities incorporated into Hinduism, the Muslims,

the Christians the Jews and the tribals. Regarding the observance of customs, strict

supervision was imposed on indigenous people at many levels. As the active co-

operation of the Muslims, the Christians, the Jews and other trading communities

* Associate Professor, Department of History, Government Arts and science
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was essential for the prosperity of the kingdoms, the rulers of Kerala were liberal

towards them and freedom of religion and customs were commonplace in Kerala.

A French traveller who visited Kerala in the 16th century says: “For the kings permit

the exercise of every kind of religion, and yet it is strictly forbidden to talk, dispute

or quarrel on that subject.”2 The same is attested by another author: “We learn

from Gouvea,3  the chronicles of the doings of Archbishop Meneses in Malabar,

that these Christian were at the time subject to Hindu sovereigns in all temporal

matters, yet, ….as in spiritual so in social matters, they were ruled by their bishop

alone.”4 Though, to protect the Brahmins and the cow 5 was the essential spiritual

duty of the extremely conservative Kerala kings, they remained tolerant towards

the customs of other people.

Customs And Costumes

To the pre- modern Malayalis, style of clothing was a   religious observance, visual

appeal or climatic necessity weren’t concerns. The Keralamahatmyam6 says:

“Parasurama  at Vishabhadri (Trichur) pronounced his commandments to the women

(not being of the Brahman caste) to satisfy the desire of the Brahmans enjoining on

them to put off chastity and the cloths which covered their breasts and declaring

that promiscuous intercourse with three of four men in common was void of the

least taint of sin”7 Alterations of customs were never thought of, as customs regulated

every human activity. Religious instruction fashioned the manner of clothing of

the Muslims, the Christians and the Jews.

About the appearance of the king of Calicut (the Zamorin) Duarte Barbosa 8

says, “The kings of Malabar are heathens and worshippers of idols…They go naked

save that from the waist down they are clad in white cotton or silk.”9 John Nieuhoff10

describes the Rani of Kollam as: “ The Queen’s attire being no more than a piece

of callicoe wrapt around her middle, the upper part of her body appearing for the

most part naked, with a piece of callicoe hanging carelessly round her shoulders” 11

Shaykh Zainuddin Makdhum 12 wrote in the 16th century: “the Hindus of Malabar

expose their bodies. They usually wear a short piece of cloth that covers from their

waist to just below their knees and keep the rest of the body bare. All are alike in

this regard: men and women, elder and youngsters, the rich and the poor, the kings

and the subjects, all alike!”13  It is obvious from this statement that the non- Hindus

had a different notion regarding dressing. John Nieuhoff says about the costume of

the Muslims of Malabar”14 The traders (the Muslims) wear red cap or may cover

their head with a frilled silk scarf. They call it Mundu, beard is trimmed, don’t

keep mustaches, they wear a long garment three inches down the waist made of

cotton or silk. Besides they wear a pajama....they doesn’t wear shoes. Women do

not adorn the head with ornaments, but mat may wear earrings and rings in both

fingers and toes, they wear a blouse that reaches up to the waist and a garment

reaches up to the knee.  Made either of silk or cotton. Women also do not wear

shoes.”15
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About the apparel of a Syrian Christian priest, he had met in Kerala, Claudius

Buchanan16 says, “When we were approaching the Church of Chinganoor, we met

one of the Cassanars, or Syrian Clergy. He was dressed in a white loose vestment

with a cap of red silk hanging down behind.” 17 Though he does not give the details

of the dressing of the women he had met at a church he says: People of the

neighboring villages came round, women as well as men. The sight of the women

assured me that I was once more (after a long absence from England) in a Christian

country.”18 Obviously if the women were dressed like the native women, he would

not have felt that he were in England.

About the women of Calicut who would gather for a function, Barbosa says:

“All of them, young and old alike, gather together in the king’s palace gaily attired

with jeweled necklaces, golden beads of very fine work, golden anklets on their

legs and great number of bracelets and rings from waist down they wear garments

of rich silk, above the waist they are naked.”19 In his Letters from Malabar Canter

Visscher20 says: They (the Syrian Christians) resemble the other inhabitants of

Malabar in costume, but wear more clothing. A veil or clothing is often worn above

the forehead wound round the hair.” 21

An early 20th century historian writes about the costume of the Syrian

Christians: “The males dress like the Nayers, but they shave their heads without

leaving a tuft or kudumi in the centre like the Nayers, nor do they wear earrings or

bore their ears, they wear a small cross suspended from a string wound round the

neck. The female dress consists of a white jacket up to the waist, and a long piece

of white cloth, with or without coloured borders, tied round the waist with a number

of fringes behind, but the end is not passed through the legs and tucked behind as

in the case of nayar women.”22 The clothing of the converted Christians of the

Protestant orders was simple and less aesthetic, but covering the body suitably was

much insisted, especially for women. Samuel Mateer puts it:   “The Christian females

were accustomed and taught to wear a kind of plain loose jacket with short sleeves,

devised by one of the missionary ladies.”23Though they were much exposed to

alien cultures the malayalis stuck with ancient convention of frugal dressing under

the rigours of caste and customs. In Malayalam language the phrase Kuppayamiduka

(to wear a blouse) was synonymous with conversion to Islam.

Conversion, Clothing And Controversies

Before the advent of the Portuguese the Christian religion hadn’t the spirit of

proselytization. The scenario was changed by the advent of the religious spirited

Portuguese and the missionary groups who followed them. The works of evangelical

missions created deep schism on religious lines in the polity of Kerala. The people

of Kerala began to wear the badge of religion in the place of their traditional identity

of caste. The weakening of the native kingdoms made evangelization easier. The

organized nature of the new religion and the support accorded by the missionaries

based on both religious principles and western political thoughts prepared the

Customs, Cloth, Conversion And Controversies
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converts to assume changes. Conversions went on in hand with several humanitarian

services and could engender a feeling of self respect in the minds of the converts,

as social exclusion was absent in the new religion. By imposing personal and

religious discipline on converts the missionaries could generate a group of

responsible followers. Education, employment and medical care were valuable

boons for the converts. Even the native rulers were compelled to reconsider their

attitude towards their low caste subjects and behave gentle towards them viewing

the bold position the Christian missionaries had taken towards social inequality.

“It was through their endeavours that the poll-tax on Shanars, Elavas and the classes

was abolished. …similarly various kinds of oolium services or forced labour

including Sunday oolium services, or work  without wages on Sunday have been

abolished.”24

To clothe their converts ‘properly’ was a natural agenda for the missionaries.

They had to save their religion from vulgar practices of the East, for that hey

designed, provided and popularised decent clothes. When the converted Shanar

women of Travancore dared to clothe like upper caste Hindu women the missionaries

couldn’t find any impropriety in doing so, as nuances of caste rules were frivolous

to them. Further they took an active interest  in obtaining an order from Colonel J

Munro in 1812 addressed to the Prime Minister of Travancore as: I have heard that

women of Elava and such like castes who have embraced Christianity have been

prevented from covering their bosoms; but as I have granted my permission to the

women converted to Christianity to cover their bosoms as obtains among Christians

of other countries, you will take steps that there be no obstacles put to the women

converted to Christianity wearing cloths over their breasts. 25

But the  proclamation issued by the ruler of Travancore in 1829 exemplifies

the native concept of dress, for him, “ it is not reasonable on the part of the Shanar

women to wear cloths over their breasts, such custom being prohibited, they are

required to abstain in future from covering the upper part of their body. An order

had been issued on the 3 rd Edavam 989 (AD1814) to all places prohibiting the

Shanar women of the families of such Shanars as may have embraced Christianity

from wearing cloths over their breasts, and requiring them to substitute for these

like kuppayam (a kind of short bodice used by other Christians and by Mohammaden

Native females) but with regard to their (the Shanars) allegation as an authority for

wearing cloths over their breasts”.26 The ruler respect the customs of other religions

by allowing the converts to wear blouse, but prohibits them from wearing a cloth

over their blouse, as wearing a cloth over the breast was an upper caste privilege!

He upheld himself as the defender of customs rather than an agent of change,

about which he would have been capable of.

Universalization of modern education, incidentally initiated by the

missionaries themselves, made the path easier for refashioning costumes. ‘Proper’

clothing was a precondition for attending modern schools. In the traditional schools,

cloth wasn’t an issue. Many of the autobiographers narrated the scanty clothes
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they had worn during their early school days in the early decades of the 20 th century.

One of the members of a royal family remembers in his autobiography: The days

of school inspection was interesting, on such days we would wear shirt and such

thing though we regularly attended school in loin cloth. 27

Human body and clothes were understood as cultural products by the West,

items to be saved from the eastern primitiveness.  To the religious doctrine of

Christianity, body was an evil and a site of sin. Both of these concepts necessitated

shaming of the body and mooting the idea of covering it properly. The missionaries

took it as a solemn duty towards their converts to help them to clothe decently.

Trusting their mentors, the converts had conceded many of the dictums of the

missionaries without question. The notion of modesty was one among them. The

missionaries were triumphant in extending this concept in their educational

programmes and consequently being admitted by the public that their norms related

to dress was primitive.

Conclusion

The major result of the dress reforms was that the female body became a site of

attention and consequent debate at various forums, where people vigorously argued

for the so called well-coveredness. As Himani Banerji puts it in the context of

Bengal:  “An obsessive concern for well-coveredness of the female body and the

visual projection of purity as the negative signifier for female sexuality, a perpetual

reminder of what lies within and what a woman should not disclose- except at the

risk of being outcast both personally and politically.” 28 The assertion for dress

reforms and consequent friction prevailed in the 19 th century was confined rather

to a small circle of converts, the missionaries, the Travancore government and a

few upper caste men. But the topic was taken for debate in the 20 th century on a

wider circle, in the backdrop of social reforms, modern education, modernity and

national movement. Interestingly, the restyling of the costumes for males was rather

silent as a part of their educational, employment or public sphere appearance. But

female attire stimulated elaborate discussion, raised concern against westernization

though unanimously agreeing on the concept of well-coveredness. Sartorial rights

became a reality in the twentieth century, in such a way that the most of the Malayalis

did not wish to remember that Kerala women had a semi-naked past or a person’s

clothes signified his/her caste. The prime reason for this acceptance was their

confession that their ideal regarding clothing was archaic and needed reorientation.
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6.

Hidden Challenges of Imperialism

for British in India:

Assessing the lives of Anglo-Indians

                                               *Dr. Amita Sonker

Abstract

The British power established an empire which was expanded from Asian

to African continent. The power of Britain was utmost among other

European nations due to its vast empire. Britain controlled the

administration of these territories through its officials and non-officials

who were sent there or got settled there on their own. The people of

British origin who resided in India were called Anglo-Indians by them.

The coming of British in India began with the entry of East India

Company in India. Later, when the British Crown took over the control

of India the chain continued. These people, who came to India either

under the service of British government or people coming on their own

viz. the Christian missionaries who stayed in India, had to face many

challenges. The life on a foreign land which was alien to them in terms

of climate, food, drink, culture and in almost all the things, was quite a

challenge for Anglo-Indians. In the present research paper various

aspects of the life of British people who lived in India during the British

Colonial rule would be discussed, their problems in adjusting to a foreign

nation, handling of the problems by them and consequently their idea of

India will be discussed.

Key Words – Imperial, Domination, Anglo-Indians, Life, Difficulties,

Moral decline.
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The imperialism of Britain took under its fold the Asiatic and African countries

on different span of time. Besides the traders, the Christian missionaries also played

an important role in reaching to the unknown places for the spread of Christianity.

As in case of India, the first British who came to India according to the records was

a Jesuit Thomas Stevens who reached Goa in October, 1579. 1 The significant and

large scale entry of British people in India enhanced with the entry of East India

Company in India. ‘The British East India Company entered in the beginning of

the seventeenth century as traders. Gradually they increased their power and

controlled the political sphere of India and became the master of this nation. Later

in mid nineteenth century, after the Revolt of 1857, the British government took

the direct control of India.’2 The connection of Britain and India which progressed

for British from the status of foreigners to the rulers of India, reflected in their

attitude also. But apart from the change in the attitude of British people residing in

India, it is interesting to understand their journey of establishing and helping in the

establishment of an empire for their nation.

The struggle of the British native who came to India in the service of East

India Company or the British Indian Government, remained almost the same. The

Anglo-Indians as they were called by the British themselves, faced the hardships

of living in a foreign land on various turfs. The problems began with the advent of

the journey to India. The sea voyage which one had to take for reaching the desired

destination viz. India was itself torturous. The travelling time and the discomforts

of the journey has been mentioned by many British people in their diaries and

memoires. According to a detail given by a person who travelled from Britain to

get a post in the East India Company bear the difficulties of the sea voyage. First of

all, it was not cheap and secondly the lack of facilities and the timing which it took

was hard to bear. Apart from it, after deboarding on the Indian coast it was very

difficult for these people to find an accommodation there if they do not have any

acquaintance there. For women, the journey was more difficult and troublesome.

‘Most of the British women who travelled to India were either the wives, sisters

and daughters of the men employed in the service of the East India Company or

the British government or else they were the wives of the priests and the Christian

missionaries working and residing in India.’3 On the other hand, ‘the unfortunate

ones never made it to their destination, India, as their ships sank which was a

danger related with the sea voyage.’4

Great deal of ordeal awaited them after deboarding from the ship on a foreign

land. After braving so many difficulties and inconveniences of the journey, it was

the unavailability of a decent lodging to stay. The boarding facilities have been

criticized by the British. As mentioned by a British, “Hotels in India are a difficulty.”5

One English man had suggested his fellowmen that one should not opt for staying

in a hotel in India if any other option was available. He had stated the poor standard

of Indian hotels which would be hard for a British to bear.’6 The absence of hotels

or the decent hotels was a problem. They had described that in case of having no

acquaintance in the place, the person or the family faced a great degree of ordeal.
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The condition of the hotels was of poor grade. ‘An English traveller Larking

had described the Indian hotels as ‘filthy and terrible’ except the Royal hotel in

Lucknow.’7 When the British males faced the difficulty of a comfortable lodging,

then the condition of a single woman could be understandable. A promoter of

women education had cited the hindrances for the British lady teachers in coming

and settling in India was that there was no arrangement for boarding of these ladies.

In this circumstance the writer had expressed that one of the options for these

ladies would be to reside in a Traveller’s bungalow which was neither a safe nor

respectable for a British lady. She cited that there was no good hotels or hostels for

the British where they could comfortably stay.’8

The physical environment of India along with the Indian people or the ‘natives’

as called by the British, took a period of time for the Anglo-Indians to get accustomed

with. The Indian climate proved as severe problem for Anglo-Indians to deal with.

The serious impact on the health of the Anglo-Indians could be easily assessed by

an account given by a British woman that ‘in Indian cemeteries, there were graves

of mostly the young people. She had also explained the reason. Generally, the

young people from Britain came to serve in India. The climate, diseases related to

it and the unusual causes of death as fever caused by mosquito bite were the major

reason of deaths. According to the account given by Hickey, editor of an English

newspaper, residing in India, the Indian rains brought fatal illnesses with them

which claimed a large number of British lives.’9 ‘The sudden deaths which happened

in India frequently shocked the British people. They had mentioned that people

die so quickly as in two days with the fever or illness.’ 10

The fatality of the Indian climate could be assessed by the account of ‘an

Englishman Forbes who had joined the service at the age of sixteen with other

eighteen people of almost of his age, was the only one surviving at the age of thirty

five when he took retirement from the service and went back to England.’ 11 Besides

the young people, ‘the climate of India was detrimental to the health of the children

also. Many British women especially mothers of young children who resided in

India for any period of time supported the claim that ‘the Indian climate was injurious

for the young race’12 which bothered them and made then anxious regarding the

life of their children.

Apart from these dangers, according to them, they had to bear the lack of the

opportunity of having even nice meals. ‘The Anglo-Indians were disappointed with

the tasteless food served in India. Although some of them claimed that the food

prepared in India was not detestable but many of them complained that the taste of

the food was just average and they had to bear this shortcoming.  In regard of the

hygiene it surprised them and also made them upset as the Indian people used ‘the

mother earth’ as their preparation place of food’ which was utterly unhygienic. A

British lady had written ‘regarding the tastelessness of the food and the unhygienic

condition that “the fact is this that if we thought about it we would never eat at

all.”13 Hence the difference of culture and the edible items were problematic to
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them.

Not only the adjustment to the climate, food and other problems related with

daily life and the uncertainty of the lives of Anglo-Indians was a matter of concern

for them, it was the moral deterioration of the people and the society taking shape

in India, which bothered the ‘racially superior’ British people. Even the progressive

and educated British women like Mary Carpenter had supported this view of the

British mothers in India that apart from the natural condition of India, there was

another danger of cultural impact on their children. According to this writer of

numerous books on India,’ it was inevitable to protect the children from learning

the deceitfulness of the Indians and getting seriously affected by the low moral

standards exhibited by the Indians. This danger of deterioration in the character

was more grave or inevitable because the children spent a great deal of their time

in the company of their ayahs and the servants who were natives. The British

women were quite considerate about maintaining the high morality of their race on

the foreign land though it seemed difficult to them in the given situation.’ 14 The

only way to protect their children from this problem was to send the child to Britain

for education. The solution was trying in both the terms, financially and emotionally

for the parents. Thus, to raise a safe, healthy and morally strong family was a big

issue for the British living in India.

‘The structure and the attitude of the English society evolved here was also a

great shock for some of the English people. Mrs. Fenton was aghast with the attitude

of gossiping and lower standard of entertainment like the discussion about the

people’s personal affairs, misquoting them, unnecessary exaggeration of the trivial

incidents. The lady was disappointed as these Anglo-Indians according to her were

not spending their time on intellectual development and not carrying the spirit of

educated British race in any form.’15 Mrs. Graham has also shared the same opinion

as Mrs. Fenton. According to her also ‘the Anglo-Indian society had not the features

of true English society. She had mentioned the moral decline of their people.’ 16

‘Mrs. Elwood has cited that the Anglo-Indians living in India were not discussing

politics, literature or art rather they were interested in private matters of others and

discussing some ‘scandals’. Though she has given the reason for this attitude. She

mentions that the unavailability of newspapers and lack of other kind of intellectual

matters from London which takes quite long duration to reach India owes to this

kind of uncultured society.’17 ‘Miss Judia Poggleton had also expressed her

astonishment and disappointment on the society of Anglo-Indians. She had

specifically quoted Calcutta as ‘the most scandalous city’ She writes, “in other

parts of the world people talk about things, here they talk about people.’ 18

The deterioration in the character of particularly of the British males also

bothered many. ‘Mrs. Maitland had thrown light on the problem of long duration

of single status of English men under the service. She writes that in the young age

‘they are thought nothing of making or marring the fortunes. Later, they realized

the need of a family.’19  ‘The English men who did not get married in their prime
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age, sometimes negatively impacted the social fabric of Anglo-Indian society. These

men had their native partners or mistresses. Though this problem was not that

much grave in India but in Burma British officers and employees were barred by

the East India Company from marrying. It opened the doors for the illicit relationship

of English men and native women.’20 This kind of arrangements was an example

of moral decline of a society.

The British culture evolved in India was in contrast to the culture in their

own nation. As remarked by Kaye, an English traveller that “In England hospitality

runs into details, in India it runs into generalities” about the lifestyle of English in

India.’21 Another shock along with it was the indifferent and detached attitude

evolved towards each other among the British people while residing in India. A

British lady had mentioned it with a shock that “people (English) die here one day,

buried the next day, furniture sold on the third day and forgotten on fourth day.” 22

This kind of detachment shook many of them.

Conclusion

Britain extended its domination to the foreign territories and became an Imperial

power. Although this enhanced her power as a nation but the difficulties faced by

the British people, who came to these alien lands, were enormous for them. Going

by the various descriptions, it is obvious that the Anglo-Indians, (British people

residing in India) who came to India in lieu of a better life had to go through with

great difficulties in India. The Anglo-Indians faced the problems on almost all the

fronts of survival. First challenge was from the climate of India. The Indian climate

in most of the parts of the country except the hilly region was unfavourable for the

British people. Due to that they suffered a lot in daily life. Along with the

inconvenience caused by the climate, diseases generated from it played havoc on

the lives of Anglo-Indians. The number of young British people dying on Indian

soil was a matter of concern for them. Lastly the moral decline in the British society

was also a great threat to their notion of racial superiority. Hence undoubtedly the

imperialist expansion was an advantage for Britain but owing to the discomforts of

the daily life, looming threat of the short expectancy of life and sudden deaths and

the moral deterioration in the society, the serious challenges which the Anglo-

Indians faced in India, was the price paid for dominating a foreign land.
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7.

World Wide Journey And Achevements of

Eminent Historian: Dr. Ganda Singh

                                                                        * Prof.  Tajinder Kaur

Abstract

Dr. Ganda Singh was both a historian and a keen collector of historical

research material. He was a great historian, a devout Sikh and patriot

to the core. Some historian called him one of the top rank historians of

India.1 He collected his material from almost all the important libraries

and record offices of India, Central Asian countries, England, Canada,

U.S.A., and Europe. He lived a fairly long life (1900-1987) to make use

of his material to demolish a many wrong theories and observations

about the Sikhs and their history. He was played a major role in the

evolution of Punjab studies in India and abroad both before 1947 and

after it.

He was born on November 15, 1900 at Hariana an ancient town in Hoshiarpur

District of Punjab.2 He belonged to a Jat family of village Purhiran in the District

of Hoshiarpur. His father’s name is Jawala Singh. He was petty official in the

revenue department of the Punjab Government. Ganda Singh started his schooling

in the village masque. Then he joined local Government middle school.

After some time he transferred himself to the D.A.V. Middle school

Hoshiarpur. He got his matric degree in Govt. High School Hoshiarpur. Dr. Ganda

Singh took his M.A. in history topping the year in the first grade from Muslim

University, Aligarh (1944). In 1954 he received his Ph.D. at Punjab University,

Chandigarh. Ahmad Shah Durrani, his doctoral thesis was later published in book

form.3 In 1964 Muslim University; Aligarh awarded him the degree of D. Litt.

He left his studies at Forman Christian College Lahore and he joined the

Indian army in 1919 when the third Afghan war had broken out. He served in the

Supply and Transport corps Base Depot at Rawalpindi, Peshawer and later on at

Makina and Margil ( Barra). In 1921 he joined the Royal Army Pay Corps British
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Army, Basra. In Mesopotamia he had a bullet shot in his thigh. After a brief stay

here here he went back to Mesopotamia and then to Iran. In Iran he served in the

Anglo Persian Oil Company from 1921 to1930.4

In October, 1931 Dr Ganda Singh joined the Khalsa College, Amritsar as the

Incharge of the scheme to organize research in Sikh history and religion. 5  He

collected historical material related history of Punjab from various part of the country

from 1931to 1949. After eighteen long and fruitful years of service at Khalsa

College, Amritsar, Dr. Ganda Singh was appointed as Director of Archives and

Curator of Museum on February 14, 1950 in the PEPSU. 6 As Director of archives

he helped salvage from the east while Punjab princely states a vast amount of

historical material which was preserved in the Punjab State Archives, Patiala.

While on the post from 1950 to 1953 he did a yeoman’s service to the cause

of Historical research by editing government records and publishing it several

volumes. After retirement from this post he became the founder Principal of the

Khalsa College at Patiala in 1956. Another important contribution he made was

the efforts he made for the establishment of the Central Public Library at Patiala. 7

After his retirement from the PEPSU service he served Khalsa College, Patiala

from June 1,1960 to September 15, 1963 as its Honorary, Founder Principal and

Professor of History.  He was invited by the Punjabi University, Patiala to organize

for it the Department of Punjab Historical Studies. He worked as Director of the

Department from September 16, 1963 to September1, 1966.

Ganda Singh rose from obscurity into full blaze of historical world. In his

childhood he was very much impressed by stories of the expeditions of Maharaja

Ranjit Singh which were told to him by his grandmother.8 In Iran he came to touch

with Sir T.Wilson, who was working on the Bibliography of Persia. Sir Wilson

sharpened his interest in oriental studies. Ganda Singh started building up his

personal library. He collected book on Punjab from various countries, especially

from England where most of those had been published in the middle of 19 th century.

The strong urge to take up historical research in a more systematic manner brought

him back to India. Harbans Singh and N. G. Barrier wrote, “The inter religious

polemic which raged in the Punjab in the early part of the century, stirred young

Ganda Singh’s curiosity”.9

Dr. Ganda Singh has started his writing with the entitled ‘My first Thirty

days in Mesopotamia’. In 1925 he felt the need to propagate Sikhism in India and

outside. He wrote an article entitled ‘Sikh Parchar Di Jarurat’. The article was

written in Urdu language and published by a newspaper in Lahore named  Sher- I

–Punjab on August 20, 1925. In the same year he wrote two more Articles. 10 Both

of these were on Guru Nanak and his message. Further in year 1926 Ganda Singh

penned a pamphlet refuting certain allegations made by Swami Dayanand the

founder of Arya Smaj against the Sikh Gurus especially Guru Nanak. It was

published under the title ‘Inkshaf - I – Haqqiqat’ by the Sikh Tract Society during

May- July 1926. Tract was numbered 67 by the Society. Dr. Ganda Singh continued

to write on the need for spreading the messages of Sikhism. So he wrote a paper
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entitled ‘Sikhi Parchar’ in 1928. It was published in Amritsar and it advocated that

Sikhism should be propagated in Abadan and the Parsian Gulf region. By 1929 Dr.

Ganda Singh had started writing for the Phulwari, a leading religious and literary

Sikh magazine in Punjabi. In the Phulwari he wrote two articles in 1929. One was

Maharaja Khark Singh te Kunwar Nau- Nihal Singh Di Akhin Dithe Hall’.11

The second article was significantly entitled as ‘Sikh Darmik Te Ithasik Sahit’.

The year 1930 was significant for Ganda Singh worked on the Sikh movement, its

past and contemporary issues and problems in 1930. He saw more than half a

dozen newspaper research articles. One of these articles was named ‘Sikh Ithas’. 12

Another was entitled Sikh Ithas: Sardar Karm Singh te Sada Farz’. In fact three of

the articles published during 1930 were biographical in nature. In addition to Sardar

Karm Singh, Bhai Vir Singh and Bhai Gurdas were sketched. Ganda Singh wrote

on the history of Punjab in the late eighteenth and early twentieth century. 13 The

inter religious polemic which raged in the Punjab in the early part of the century

further stirred Ganda Singh curiosity.14 Due to this he turned to an intensive reading

of Sikh literature particulary the heroic one produced during the 18 th century.

It has been said that the Sikh Renaissance generated by the Singh Sabha

gave a critical base to the study of Sikh history. When Dr. Ganda Singh joined the

Khalsa College, Amritsar College in 1931. Then the Amritsar College had launched

a scheme to organize research in Sikh history and religion. As Incharge Ganda

Singh interact with a number of Sikh men of letters both in the college and city.

Bhai Vir Singh was one of them. During this period he came across a vast collection

of old, rare and out of print books on history, biography, travel-book, military

memoirs, journals and periodicals on the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. 15 Dr.

Ganda Singh become interested in the past of the Sikh Sahids (martyrs) and the

monuments associated with them. He wrote a paper ‘Sikh Historical Monuments

and the need for their Preservation’.16 Also he wrote ‘Shahidi Hafta’ on January

3,1933. It was published in Sikh Sewak. It was also a time when a book entitled

Bhai Bota Singh Ji Di Sahidi was written in March 1933 in Amritsar. 17 It was

followed by a short life-sketch of Banda Singh Bahadur, the martyr, popularly

known as Banda Bahadur. Ganda Singh described his life and achievements and

the place of his execution.18

After 1935, he started writing on the Punjab history based upon sources in

Persian language. He wrote Mirat-ut- Tawarikh-I-Sikhan. It was a list of Persian

and Urdu Manuscripts and printed books on the Sikh history. 19 Ganda Singh wrote

‘Ithas Sahid Ganj Agitation’. This was a series of 12 articles published in the Gur-

Sewak, Amritsar (December 11, 1935 to March 18, 1936).The articles were

translated by Giani Nahar Singh. Ganda Singh continued to write the Biographical

writing (1938-46). His early biographies were those of Banda Singh Bahadur and

Kaura Mall. After the history of Shahid Ganj agitation Ganda Singh translated

Qazi-Nur Mohammd’s-Jangnamah. It was published by Khalsa College, Amritsar,

1939. It was in Persian language. Already he had produced a work on the sources

of Sikh history in 1938.20
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Ganda Singh started the writing on the modern period of Punjab history in

1940. The British policy towards the Punjab attracted his attention. He wrote an

article on the treaty of Bharowal. Based upon the private papers of Lord Hardinge,

it was published by the Indian Historical Record Commission.21 Soon Ganda Singh’s

interest in Sikh history and religion took a more definite shape. In 1942, he wrote

his famous work Sikh Ithas Bare.22 The book has divided in the fourteen chapters.

This book gives the information about the martyrdom Guru Arjan Dev ji. It contains

many historical papers. In 1946, Ganda Singh wrote his work Sikh Itihas Wal.23 In

this work he described the course of 18 th century struggle and gave a bibliography

on it. Sikh Ithas Wal contained the eleven historical Papers related history of Punjab.

Ganda Singh did also write in Urdu Language, his article ‘Akhbar -I- Darbar

-I- Mulla Men Sikhan- Ka- Zikar’ appeared in Sher -i- Punjab, April 13, 1945 in

Lahore. In 1946, he wrote on ‘Angrezen- te - Singhan- di -Larai’ by Shah

Muhmmad.24 Dr. Ganda Singh collaborated with Teja Singh to produce ‘A short

History of the Sikhs’ published in 1950. It was based on primary sources. The

book had been an important source of our knowledge about the Punjab History.

The message of the book was that suffering and persecution were the basis of Sikh

political rise during the eighteenth century. Methodologically, a considerable part

of the book was devoted of the Guru period. The author maintained that religion

was the source of Sikh life and thought power. The book told the story of Sikh

struggle up to 1765 A.D. In brief the authors had written the story of the Sikhs and

their life and death struggle against social and political tyranny. Their rise to the

country its home rule after the lapse of several centuries, 25 reads the book.

After 1963, Ganda Singh’s interest in Sikh history was increased. He

concerned himself with ‘Sikh Socio Religious Educational and Political Movements’

during the past seventy five years (1872- 1947) with particular reference to the

Kuka, the Singh Sabha, the Gadar, the Gurdwara Reform Movements and the more

recent Akali agitations and the part played by the Sikhs in the cause of Indian

Independence.26 In 1972, he went to London in quest of material on Punjab. He

brought back a Photostat copy of Dalpat Rai’s Amir-ul-Imla (1795 ) from in the

British Museum, London, It was a collection of 247 letters exchanged between the

Chiefs of the Punjab in the last quarter of the eighteenth century. 27 Also, Dr. Ganda

Singh translated from Persian into English the book Char-Bagh-I-Punjab by Ganesh

Das Badehra.28

Further, he worked on Early European Accounts of the Sikhs. It was published

in Calcutta 1962. This was edited extensively annotated reprint of ‘History of the

Origin and Progress of Sikhs’ by Major James Browne. It contained articles by

early European writers on Sikh History. It had 137 pages. Punjab: Bhai Jodh Singh

Abhinandan Granth was a collection of papers on the history of the Punjab (1850-

1960) contributed by the distinguished writers. It discusses Socio- Religious

Movements, Education, Transport, Culture and Political History of Punjab. 29 He

translated Imad-Us-Saadat: 1223 H, 1808 A.D. by Sayyad Ghulam Ali Khan. It

was related to rise of Sikhs. It was originally published by Naval Kishore Press,
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Kahanpur in 1864.30

Ganda Singh was also a historian who gave the contribution of Patiala to

write the article ‘The Role of Patiala in the Integration of the India’. The article

was on the formation of PEPSU. It also highlighted the role of the Patiala Chief in

the integration of Indian states.

One of the greatest contributions of Dr. Ganda Singh after 1963 was the

starting of the Punjab, Past and  Present.31 It was a Bi-annual journal. Dr. Ganda

Singh was the founder editor of this journal. He had also contributed many research

papers through this journal. Dr. Ganda Singh believed the presentation of facts is

the supreme law of historiography and history is not history unless it is truth. 32

Dr. Ganda Singh was associated with a number of Research Organizations

and bodies of the Historians. Among learned bodies, he had been a life member of

the Indian History Congress as also the Asiatic Society of Bengal and the Royal

Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland. He was President of the Medieval

India Section of Indian History Congress at Ranchi in 1964 and also the President

of Medieval section of the Punjab History Conference at Punjabi University, Patiala

in 196833 and also President of the Institute of Historical Studies, Calcutta, for its

12th annual session in Shillong in 1974. He presided the Indian History Congress

for its 35 session at Jadavpur, Calcutta in 1974. In 1975 he presided the13th session

of Institute of Historical Studies at Panji Goa.34

A number of bodies had honored Dr. Ganda Singh.  He was honored by

Government of India with ‘Padam Bhushan’ in 1983 in recognition of his services

to the cause of historical knowledge. In the Golden Jubilee Session of the Indian

History Congress held at Goa University, Panji  (Goa), he was honored as one of

the five distinguished historian of India. Historical Scholarship became poorer on

27th December 1987, when the eminent historian was died. 35
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8.

Mapping Diseases, Development

of Public Health Institutions in

Colonial Odisha:
A Study on Cuttack District

*Dr. Susanta Barik

Abstract

Medicine was the important sector which British colonize the state.

Development of Public Health Institution was necessary in colonial

Government in Odisha. British intervene the health which was helpful

in the state. It provided surgery, vaccine and health treatment to all

individual in this state. The paper seeks to analyze various aspects of

health and development dispensary as well as public health service in

the state. Odisha was prone area which the people affected mostly from

various diseases like Small Pox, Cholera, Plague and Kalazar.  So, the

basic argument of this paper to discuss the diseases and development of

various medical institutions in colonial Cuttack.

Keywords: Health, Medicine, Disease and Treatment etc.

Introduction:

Public Health Institution or Medical Institution, in the layman’s point of view refers

to the institution providing patient’s treatment by specialized staffs and equipments.

Public Health Institutions are usually funded by the Public Sector or by Health

Organizations (for profit or non-profit), Health Insurances Companies or Charities

including direct charitable donations. Historically, Public Health Institutions were

often founded and funded by religious orders or charitable individuals and leaders.

Today, Public Health Institutions are largely staffed by Professional Physicians,
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Surgeons and Nurses, whereas in the past this work was usually performed by the

founding religious orders or by local Vaidays(Ayurvedic doctors).

The modern concept of Medical Institution came to India with the coming of

British East India Company to India. The first hospital in India was the Madras

General Hospital which founded in 1679. The Presidency General Hospital, Calcutta

was formed in 1796. There were four hospitals established in Madras between

1800 to1820. To fulfill the growing need for health professionals, Calcutta Medical

College was established by an order of Lord William Bentinck, the then the Governor

General of India in February 1835, which was the first institute of western medicine

in Asia. The Medical College Hospital, Calcutta was founded in 1852. In 1860,

Lahore Medical School (later named King Edward Medical College) started in

Lahore, Punjab. In the latter periods, networks of hospitals were set up throughout

India. In 1854, the Government of India agreed to supply medicines and instruments

to the growing network of minor hospitals and dispensaries.1 The Province of Odisha

was occupied by the East India Company (EIC) in 1803 from Maratha and was

placed under Bengal Presidency. Cuttack was made political as well as commercial

head quarter of Colonial Government.2 So either for the sake of its own benefit or

the benefit of common people; the Colonial Government had given their half-

hearted efforts for the development of Public Health Institutions in Odisha. This

paper seeks to explore two things, which is relevant to the social history of Medicine,

Public Health and Public Health Institutions. Firstly it examines about the structure

of Medical Institutions of the above mentioned district of Colonial Odisha. Secondly

it explores various diseases which were privileged in Cuttack district and various

organizations efforts to combat those diseases.

Due to the uncongenial environment and various types of natural calamities,

the people of Odisha have suffered from numerous diseases in the Colonial Odisha.

Further the traditional and conventional method of treatments, remedies including

medicines were among many reasons why the diseases spread severely and lingering

more over a normal period.3 The people of Odisha had suffered from various diseases

like Smallpox, Leprosy, Tuberculosis, Malaria, Chicken Pox, different fevers,

Cholera, and Dysentery and so on. In order to get cured from the above mentioned

diseases they used different types of indigenous medicines using fruits, seeds, root

of the trees, different types of leaves and worshiped different God and Goddess. 4

The British Colonial Government occupied Odisha in 1803 and established

her political control over coastal districts of Odisha namely viz. Cuttack, Puri and

Balasore.5 The ancient city Cuttack, became the political capital of the newly

conquered territory, simultaneously it became the hot bed of Odisha’s politics.

Cuttack, the political capital of British Odisha had been affected by different diseases

due its uncongenial environment, natural calamities, unhygienic food, lack of proper

sanitation, lack of potable water, crowed city, and so on. The people of the same

district were suffered from different diseases like Fevers, Cholera, Leprosy,

Smallpox, Dysentery, and Diarrhea and so on. Malaria and Cholera were both
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endemic in the district and the climatic condition made them endemic. 6 In order to

combat different diseases, along with Cuttack General Hospital, a Medical School,

a Leprosy Asylum, different dispensaries were came in to being in different sub-

divisions and important places of Cuttack districts.

The Cuttack General Hospital, which was the premier medical institution in

Odisha, was established in 1874. At the initial level it was managed by the

Annachhatra7 Fund. Later it was managed by different donations from various

sectors. In 1904 the Lady Woodburn ward for women patients and an out-door

dispensary were attached to the same hospital 8. According to the 1911 District

Statistics Board of Cuttack, it has 111 beds, and received total grants Rs. 21,948

from Municipality Board, District Board, Government and Private Subscription

and was being medicated 1, 805 indoor and 20,544 outdoor patients 9. According

to the Sanitary Commission report of 1914, it was one among the hospitals, in

Government of India list10. On April 1920, the Government of Bihar and Odisha

contributed five thousands rupees for the development of infrastructure and to add

more beds in hospital11.On March 27, 1920, the Hospital got donation from

individual donors from H.K.Bricoe, Esq., I.C.S. Rs. 100, Lt.Col. M.H. Thornily

I.M.S, Rs. 100, an officer of the Indian Army Rs. 50, Mr. Dundas, Rs.50,

BabuHaridas Ray, Rs.5012. Again On May 22, 1920, the hospital got donations

from different organizations, associations and individuals including Tea District

Labour Supply Association Cuttack, Bengal Nagpur Railway, RaiBahadurJogesh

Chandra Roy, Rai Bahadur Bepin Bihari Gupta, etc 13. In 1925, the hospital was

provincialized and considerable renovations were made. In the year 1933, it had

150 beds for men, 52 for women and 4 in the Kanika Cottage, which was available

to patients of either sex. The main diseases treated were Cholera, Diarrhea,

Dysentery, and Malaria14. In August 1920, the disease Cholera has spread at college

hostel and training school of Cuttack. Immediately the cholera affected students

has been sifted to Cuttack General Hospital. But two students were died at hospital.

The relatives of these students blamed the medical doctors. But authority of the

same hospital tried to manage it15.

The Odisha Medical School was established in 1875 with objectives to provide

qualified Indian doctors to Odisha. At the initial stage, it was opened in the upper

storey of the General Hospital, but a separate building was provided for it in 1904.

Since then it was steadily developed16. Dr. Stewart was the first principal of the

Cuttack Medical School and he was the then Civil Surgeon of Cuttack.  He was the

brainchild of starting medical school, utilizing this hospital as an instrumental

nucleus. For this noble works, he had getting the support and earnest patronage of

the then Lt. Governor, Sir Richard Temple and the Divisional Commissioner, Mr.

T.E Ravenshaw. At the initial stage the Odisha Medical School was established

with a capacity of 20 L.M.P (Licentiate Medical Practitioners) students. It was

affiliated to the Bihar and Odisha Medical Examination Boards which granted

LMC Diploma. In 1944, the Orissa Medical School was renamed as Orissa Medical
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College and Major A.T Anderson, the then Civil Surgeon of Cuttack acted as it’s

first Principal. He had taken broad steps to improve the Orissa Medical College as

per the pattern existed in U.K which was highly appreciated by Lt.Col. A.N. Chopra,

the then Director of Health and I.G, Prisons. They recommended to the Government

to upgrade the existing medical school to the status of College. Maharaja Krishna

Chandra GajapatiDev, Pandit Godabrish Mishra and Mr. Abdul Khan gave given

due attention to this issue and finally the Orissa Medical College was born on 1st

June 1944 with a capacity of 22 students for  MBBS Degree Course 17. In 1945,

Orissa Medical College at Cuttack got Lord. Duffrine grant for women health

service.  In the same year undergraduate women student of Orissa Medical College

got fellowship for medical education18. After independence, particularly 1948, this

auspicious institution was affiliated to newly born from Utkal University19.

The Naya Bazar Dispensary was situated town itself as an important

dispensary. It was four beds. It was wholly managed by the District Board of

Cuttack20. In 1911 its total expenditure was Rs. 1109 and 7,430 patients were being

treatment in the same dispensary21.

The Banki dispensary was situated at Cuttack district received maximum

fund from Government.  Besides that it received fund from different sources.

According to the Cuttack district statistics report of 1911, it was ranked class one

dispensary among all other dispensaries of Cuttack district, had six beds. In 1911,

it was received total grant Rs. 2102 (Rs.2030 from government, Rs.72 from private

subscription), but its total expenditure was Rs. 2030. In same year 158 indoor and

13,005 outdoor patients came to the dispensary 22.

The Jagatsinghpur Dispensary was opened in 1896 at the request of the local

residency. The dispensary was managed by the District Board of Cuttack with an

annual contribution of Rs. 240, for the purchase of medicines and other first aid

equipments23. In 1911, it was received Rs. 1367 from Cuttack Board. Besides that

in the same year it got grand Rs. 20 from Government, Rs.87 private subscription

and its total expenditure was Rs. 1474. Total 11,117 patients of different diseases

were come to this dispensary24.

The Dharmasala dispensary, before being taken over by the District Board of

Cuttack, was purely managed by the contribution of donors. So it faced financial

difficulties and could not able to provide to indoor patients. But it continued to

provide outdoor treatment to the patients despite financial crisis. Probable at the

last years of 1910s, the District Board of Cuttack took over it25. In the year 1911, it

had 8 beds and received total grants Rs. 1562 (Rs. 1235 District Board, Rs. 19

Govt., Rs. 308 Private subscription) and expenditure was same amount. The total

number of patients visited to the dispensary was 86 and 12, 072 both indoor and

outdoor respectably26.

Pattamundai Dispensary was managed by the District Board of Cuttack with

an annual grand of Rs. 36027. But in 1911 its district board grant was increased to

Rs. 1367.besides that it got fund Rs. 20 and Rs. 87 from Government and private
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subscription respectively. In the same year its total expenditure was Rs.1474 and

total l 8306 patients were come to it for treatment28.

The Cuttack Branch Dispensary was established in Pre-Colonial period by

the Maratha period. It was established for giving charitable aid to pilgrims and

other poor people and for supported a number of pandas (Hindu Priest), who kept

various temples and shrines in the neighborhood of Cuttack. It had both female

wards, reserved for female pilgrims and general words both pilgrims and other

patients. It’s nearly all the in-door patients were pilgrims, or starving people picked

up from the road by the Police, and the people of Cuttack of the ordinary class of

hospital patients, would hardly ever enter the hospital 29. In 1911 it got total Rs.

21,948 as grants from different sectors. Total 1,805 indoor and 20, 544 outdoor

patients were came to it30. Probably later it was merged with Cuttack General

Hospital.

Besides that in Cuttack district other dispensaries were Kendrapara dispensary,

False Point Light House dispensary Adarmonis Floating Dispensary, Raghunaathn

dispensary, Sukinda dispensary, Balikuda dispensary, Asureswar dispensary,

Kalapathra dispensary, Binjharpur dispensary, Aul dispensary and so on so forth.

Besides that some dispensaries at Barchana, Anantapur, Rajkanika and Rajnagar

were managed by the Zamindar of those places.In 1930, in Cuttack district, 26

small and big dispensaries were there. Out of that District Board maintained 19

dispensaries31. According to the Public Health report of 1940, near about forty

dispensaries were in Odisha32. These hospitals and dispensaries were managed

and founded by Municipality Boards, District Boards, Government Grants, different

Charitable Trusts, Missionary Trusts and Private Donations33.

The Leprosy Asylum of Cuttack was opened in 1919 for shelter and treatment

purpose. It was situated on the bank of Mahanadi; five miles to the East of Cuttack,

covering an area of 30 acres. It had accommodated to 240 patients. The building

included a laboratory, dispensary, Operation Theater, and a hospital with 20 beds,

weaving shed, meeting hall and the necessary quarters. It was managed by the

local Baptist Mission34. It was also funded by Government, Mission to Leprosy,

Local bodies and certain Feudatory States. Here, the Leprosy patients were traced

and left them in asylum. For the treatment of the patients doctors (Sub-Assistant

Surgeon grade) were appointed with salary Rs 100 per month and free quarters 35.

Receipt and Expenditure of Cuttack District Board for Medical Institutions

from 1900-01 to 1910-1136

Receipts                                                   Expenditures

1900-01 – Rs. 1370                                1900- 01- Rs. 6229

1901-02- Rs. 1030                                  1901- 02- Rs. 8762

1902-03- Rs. 1536                                  1902-03- Rs. 6128

1903- 04- Rs. 740                                   1903-04- Rs. 8198

1904-05- Rs. 1374                                  1904-05- Rs. 6561

1905-06- Rs. 1118                                  1905-06- Rs. 9577
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1906-07- Rs. 2128                                  1906-07- Rs. 9469

1907-08- Rs. 1329                                  1907-08- Rs. 12,508

1908-09- Rs. 6096                                  1908-09- Rs. 18,041

1909- 10- Rs. 1106                                 1909-10- Rs. 9449

1910-11- Rs. 1093                                  1910-11- Rs. 11,383

The above mentioned decadal statistics are fund received and expenditure of

the District Board of Cuttack period from 1900-01 to 1901-11.

The following table shows the principal diseases treated in all the institutions

in the district in 193037.
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Both above mentioned table show that the principal diseases were being treated

in all the above mentioned public health institutions in the Cuttack district in the

year 1930.

First table shows that the disease Dysentery and Malaria were severely affected

to Cuttack district. The density of Cholera was low, because the district board and

Municipality Board had taken preventive majors by digging wells, cleaning ponds,

etc38. The second table shows that about tuberculosis its density was high in Cuttack

district in compare with other parts of Odisha. Soon January 21, 1938, one meeting

was organized at Ravenshaw College and was chaired by Sir John Habak, the then

Governor of Odisha, regarding the prevention of the disease of Tuberculosis (TB);

it was organized in order to highlight Lady Lilinthgo’s Mission against TB. In that

meeting honorable governor told that ‘every year, near about 1500 TB patients are

coming and being treated in different hospitals of Odisha. Besides that, some other

patients could not able to come to take medication due to paucity of money and

other problems’39. It clearly states that, the density of TB in Odisha was very high

and due to lack of money, the people could not be able to get medical treatment.

That’s why the Mission’s basic aim was to raise funds from different sources and

to provide better medical facilities to the TB patients.The Provincial Anti-

Tuberculosis Association in Odisha was set up in November 1938 along with its

Executive Council. In that Council, Shri BodhiramDube was appointed as its

President, Director of Public Health of Odisha as its Vice- President, Shri
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Laxminarayan (MBE) as Secretary and Shri PranaKrushnaParija, Principal of

Ravenshaw College was its Treasurer40. In order to control that disease, the

Government authority through the doctors had compelled the people to take

injection41.

Conclusion

Due to uncongenial atmosphere, natural calamities, lack of proper diets and so on,

the people of Cuttack district were suffering from different diseases. In order to

elevate the people from various diseases, like Madras General Hospital, Calcutta

Medical College and others, in Odisha, Cuttack General Hospital and Orissa Medical

School played a very significant role for the development Public health institution

and Medical education Colonial Odisha. Besides that, small and big dispensaries

of that particular district were played equal role to combat different diseases and

for the development of Public health, not only in Colonial Cuttack district but also

whole British Colonial Odisha. The collaborative efforts of both Government and

Private Sectors, for the development of Medical Institutions and Public Health

created an era of hopes and aspirations for the common people, in the history of

modern Odisha.
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9.

Role of Freedom Fighter in

Pre-Independence India With Special

Reference to -Vinayak Damodar Savarkar

*Dr. M.M. Gondi

Abstract

Among all the leaders who ran the race for India’s independence Savarka

was the only one who never deterred from the path of nation’s unity. The

example of Abraham Lincoln was before him who had sacrificed his life

but did not allow USA to be divided into Northern and Southern America.

In India all leaders — members of the Executive of Indian National

Congress who had relaxed in the palaces of Ahmednagar Fort agreed

with the proposal of Lord Mountbatten to divide India into two parts —

India and Pakistan on the two-nation theory. All the leaders followed

the line of Jawahar Lal Nehru — The easy live. None of them had been

tortured like Tilak and Savarkar for six and ten years in the Mandalaya

and Andaman Jail Complexes. Savarkar considered division of India as

artificial. He had once said, “We believe in a universal state embracing

all mankind and wherein all men and women would be citizens working

for and enjoying equally, the fruits of this earth and this sun, this land

and this light which constitute the real Motherland and Fatherland of

man. All other divisions and distinctions are artificial”.

Born on May 28, 1883, Vinayak belonged to a distinguished scholar family.

His father Damodar Savarkar was a jagirdar besides being a Sanskrit scholar.

Damodar Savarkar brought up his four children in a religious atmosphere. He

himself recited passages not only from Ramayan and Mahabharata but even Homer’s

Iliad. Ballads on Shivaji’s bravery and of other Marathas were his special choice.

These samskaras had a great part to play on the character of young Vinayak. He
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studied all the books he could lay hands upon and started writing poems when he

was not even ten. These were published in the local papers in Nasik. In 1893 when

communal riots broke out in U.P. followed by those in Bombay Vinayak trained a

batch of his friends to face the attack of rioters. Since his very childhood dm

handsome boy had qualities of leadership.

India faced great problems in 1890s. There was a great anger among the

people for the different acts passed by the British Government 1114 suppression

started with Arms Act and the repealing of the Ilbert Bill that had a provision for

the trial of British subjects by Indian magistrates. The differences between the

moderates and the radicals had already come to the fore. Tilak had become a great

force to arouse Indians from their slumber. Repression continued even when there

was plague in Maharashtra. Government Celebrated Queen Victoria’s Diamond

Jubilee lavishly. This aroused the patriotic passion of some of the young men to

the extent that Chapekar brothers of Pooh; shot dead the British plague

Commissioner Rand and also Mr. Ayerst and were hanged. The government

suspected the hand of Tilak in the episode. He was arrested and jailed.

After the death of his father and uncle in 1899 Vinayak formed a group named

‘Mitra Mela’. This group of patriotic young men secretly recruited members who

would sacrifice themselves for political independence of India. They believed to

have even an armed revolt if necessary. Maharashtra had a tradition of Akharas

Centres for physical exercises). These young Men attended the akharas in Nasik.

They believed that all patriots were comrades without any caste distinction. Vinayak

dedicated all his poems to the motherland. In his early youth he wrote an essay on

‘The Greatest peshwa.’ The essay was later prescribed for the matriculation

examination.

According to the old tradition of early marriage Vinayak too was marrie few

months before his matriculation examination. His wife Yamunabai was the daughter

of Ramchandra Triambak, an old friend of the family. He promised to support

Vinayak in university education. Vinayak joined Fergusson College, Poona in 1902.

Poona was the centre of the meeting place of the trio Ranade, Gokhale and Tilak.

Fergusson College itself abounded with patriots under these leaders. It was during

this period that he made bonfire of British goods and was fined Rs. 10. Although

many people were ready to pay the line Savarkar paid it himself.

During these disturbed times Savarkar left for Bombay for further studies.

His radical thinking and fine oratory made him popular at public meetings. He had

a very large number of young followers. Pandit Shyamji, a patriot, scholar and

social reformer was greatly influenced by Tilak. He had established India I louse

in London. On Tilak and Paranjpes’ insistence Pandit Shyamji Krishna Verma

offered a. scholarship to Vinayak to study law in London. Vinayak accepted it and

went to Great Britain in 1906. His view was that, “The study of law shows the vital

points in the s stem of government and accurate base where to strike at advantage”

Savarkar took a vow never to take up service under the British Government nor

ever to accept payment from them. Savarkar had one more point in his mind. As
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the cream of the Indian Youth wanted to study abroad Savarkar wanted to inspire

them to work for the independence of the country. He was admitted to Grey’s Inn,

one of the four Inns of Court in London. Savarkar stayed in the India House and

founded the Free India Society to recruit young men for 'Abhinava Bharat’.

With the efforts of Vinayak a large number of prominent young men

participated in weekly meetings. They started celebrating Indian festivals and

anniversaries of great men. Youngmen from all over Britain took part in these

activities. They gave up western ways too. Savarkar translated the autobiography

of Mazzini into Marathi. It was banned in India as it sided fiery patriotism. In 1907

the Free India Society celebrated the silver Jubilee of the first war of Independence.

It resulted in Skirmishes between Britishers and Indians. British press too

condemned the revolutionaries. As Pandit Shyamji left for Paris to continue his

work Savarkar had to mange India House. To win worldwide sympathy for the

cause of India Savarkar got his writings translated into Portuguese, Italian, Russian,

French and German. He was successful in his efforts. Senapati Bapat praised him

for his “brilliant writing and speaking”.

In 1907 there was International Socialist Congress in Germany. Savarkar

sent his message. He wrote, “The war of 1857 shall not cease till the revolution

arrives, striking slavery into dust elevating liberty to the throne.” He, had deputed

Madam Bhikhaiji Cama to represent India in the Socialist unfurled while delivering

a fiery speech. All the delegates stood up to salute the flag. During this period

Savarkar remained in contact with the revolutionary forces of China, Russia, Egypt

and Ireland to organize a United Anti-British Front to strike simultaneously.

Swadeshi was one of the most important aspects of his struggle the others were

adoption of guerilla tactics, winning over the Indian Armed Forces to strike at the

right time. In 1908 he completed The History of the War of Indian Independence.

It was banned before its publication. The government declared it explosive and

seditious. It was later published in Franc and Germany and inspired revolutionaries

like Subhash and Bhagat Singh.

Savarkar’s whole family was involved in violent actions against the British.

His brother Babarao Savarkar, armed with bombs and pistols started a movement

against Minto Morley reforms. Naturally he was arrested. But it was rather too

much that he was sentenced to transportation for life and was sent to the Andamans.

1909 and 1910 were the years of turmoil for Savarkar, his friends and his whole

family. Kanhere shot dead A.M.T. Jackson the Collector of Nasik. Narayan Rao,

Savarkar’s younger brother was arrested with Kanhere. Although Savarkar had

become Bar-at law he was not allowed to practise law till he renounced politics. As

India House was closed down Vinayak left his lodgings with Bipin Chandra Pal

and went to Paris to be with madam Cama for further deliberations. But during

Jackson murder trial Savarkar was considered the hand behind the murder. A warrant

was issued against him. He was immediately arrested and sent to Brixton Jail on

March 13, 1910. A plan was made that Savarkar would somehow reach the

Marseilles shore. It was July 1, 1910 that the ship carrying Savarkar sailed for
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India. He was charged with abetting murder and delivering seditious speeches and

waging war against the king Emperor. Savarkar’s son had died and his two brothers

were in jail. Down below the passenger cabin Savarkar was put in a dark and

stuffy area. The ship had to anchor at Marselles for repairs. Savarkar was surrounded

by ten guards. Still he didn’t lose hope. In the morning he walked to the toilet.

Shutting the door behind him he pulled open the toilet pothole and squeezed himself

out in the sea. He tried to reach the Marseilles shore. But a guard saw him. He

reached the steep end of the harbour. But the escape attempt failed. Madam Cama’s

car had arrived too late. Savarkar was brought to Bombay. He was taken to Yervada

Jail.

He was sentenced to 25 years rigorous imprisonment. In another case of

abetting the murder of Jackson he was given another 25 years rigorous

imprisonment. For the long period of 50 years he had to remain in cellular jail

Andamans. He was bound in heavy chains and might never see his family members

again. Still his spirit was not crushed. He consoled his wife saying, “If life means

rearing young ones, crows and sparrows also do the same. We have lived like men.

We have extinguished the fire in our kitchen so that someday, the smoke of gold

may come out of thousands of homes.” It was the most distressing period for

Savarkar’s family. All the property was confiscated and moveable possessions

auctioned. He was taken to Madras by train and then shifted to the ship where he

was locked up in an iron cage on the lower deck. Naturally he suffered from despair

for he was not sure if he would see his beloved motherland again. If he had to

complete his confinement he would be 77 at the time of his release. Who knows if

he would survive the torments of the cellular jail. Anyway he reached Andamans

in July 1911. Now an iron plate, a blanket and a mattress would be his only

possession in a bare cell on the third floor of the most dreaded cellular jail in the

world.

The life in the cellular jail was very hard. It was just the opposite of what the

Nehru-Gandhi clan enjoyed in jails — leading a luxurious life. His day of brutal

labour started at 5 in the morning. He chopped trees with a heavy mallet till his

hands bled. Then he was yoked to the oil mill. It was so hard a work that even the

strongest of the convicts fainted. The food too was of such a standard that it was

difficult to consume it. Many convicts committed suicide. But Savarkar adjusted

himself to this harsh and brutal life.

He had only one plus point that people throughout the world paid tributes to

Savarkar’s bravery. Maxim Gorky condemned the harsh sentence. He was not

provided any pen or paper to give way to his ideas till his spirits were not down. He

believed that Hindus own the land known as India. Thus he was deadly against

conversion. History tells us that since the days of the invasion of Muslims there

have been conversions to Muslim religion. The tradition continued during British

regime. They converted people to Christianity. The neo-converts were looked down

upon by the Hindus. Naturally they would grow as staunch anti Hindus. When

Savarkar came to know that a young Hindu boy in the jail was to be converted he
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took up the issue with the Superintendent. The boy’s conversion was stopped. As

is common among the Hindus even today other Hindu prisoners would not allow

this low caste boy eat with them. Savarkar always ate with the boy. With his efforts

many other prisoners too were reconverted and took Hindu names. He defined a

Hindu as ‘one who regards this land of Bharat Varsha from the Indus to the seas as

his fatherland and his holyland.’ The prisoners were illiterate. He taught them how

to read and write Hindi. He educated the educated ones in constitutional Law and

Political Science during their contact at work.

So in 1923 the Indian National Congress passed a resolution demanding the

release of Savarkar. After 13 years Savarkar was freed on January 6, 1924 on the

condition that he would not leave Ratnagiri district and would not participate in

any political activity for five years.

As Mahatma Gandhi did political work through the Charkha Yagna Savarkar

too took up social reforms. On the other hand within 17 days from his date of

release he founded the Ratnagiri Hindu Sabha on January 23, 1924. It was said

that it would protect India’s ancient culture and work for social welfare. But both

congress leaders and the British feared that this so-called non-political body may

result in communal disharmony. But contrary to all this Savarkar stuck to his agenda

of creating a casteless society. He was of the view that a caste less Hindu Society

as a national majority would aim for absolute political independence. With his

efforts mixed caste schools were opened, converts were reconverted, inter caste

marriages were performed and temple doors in many cities were thrown open to

the lowest. At some places lower caste people even worked as priests and teachers.

Savarkar gave his full support to Dr. Ambedkar’s struggle for the liberation of the

lower castes.

As Savarkar believed in one united Hindu society as a natio he wanted to

have Hindi as the common language throughout the country. ‘While he was confined

to Ratnagiri he met some very important persons who were responsible for the

destiny of the country in the decades to follow. Two of them were Mahatm)1 Gandhi

and Dr. Hedgewar the founder of Rashtriya Swayamsevak Sang.

In 1937 Savarkar again plunged into political activities. Although he joined

Tilak’s Swaraj party he organized Hindu Mahasabha as a separate party. His aim

was to have independence without disintegration of the county.

In 1944 Savarkar had made his last effort by organizing an Akhand I Hindustan

Leaders Conference. More than 300 leaders including Master Tara Singh and the

Sankaracharya of Puri attended. But all his efforts tell flat. The last viceroy arrived

to bifurcate the country in 1947. It was June. On July 3 Hindu Mahasabha organized

an All India anti Pakistan day. Events were running fast. Millions of people migrated

from both the sides.

He took an opportunity and got 80,000 RSS Swayamsevaks too arrested. All

Provincial and district Pracharaks together with Sar Sangh Chalak Madhavrao

Sadashivarao Golvalkar were behind the bars.
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He got the first part of his autobiography published in 1949. The second part

was published in 1965. In 1958 Poona University had conferred on him the degree

of Doctor of Letters.

It will always be noted in the history of the revolution for independence of

the country that no one else faced as much torments and hardships as Savarkar did.

As has been said personal fame and fortune never tempted him. The adventurous

life of this great son of India came to an end on February 27, 1966 when he was in

his early eighties. Blessed is he for he trod on the path of ‘Karma’. He was a true

Karmayogi.
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10.

Cources of Mahima Dharma

In 19th Century Odisha:
A Study Of Social Protest Movement In

The Historical Perspective

*Dr. Pareswar Sahoo

Abstract

In the journey of history the social protest movement provides a right

backdrop to the social scientists, historians and researchers to research

on social history of a period in general and a community in particular.

As far as social protest movement concerned, it is traced back to 6 th

century B.C. when two religious reformers like Gautama Buddha and

Mahavir Jina appeared in the socio-religious realm of ancient India.

They were started a movement against the existing practices such as

social complexities and  socio- religious injustice imposed by the upper

classes for their own sake when social inequality, economic injustice,

religious despotism and class dominance were predominated.  It was

again reverberated in 16 th century of Indian history by Kabir, Nanak,

and Sri Chaitanya as far as national setting concerned and in Odisha

by the Panchasakhas known as Atibadi Jagannatha Dasa, Bhakta

Balaram Dasa, Yasobanta Dasa, Ayuchatananda Dasa, and Sisu Ananta

Dasa , which is evident from the historical sources. Cutting across the

medieval period in modern phase of Indian history we notice the spark

of socio-religious reform movements in the nook and corner of India.

The state like Odisha was not an exceptional in this regard.  In 19 th

century a great religion was emerged under the holiness of Mahima

Gosain called Mahima Dharma, the only religion in the world reached
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at its prominence without any royal patronages.

Key-Words: reverberated, dominance, despotism, holiness, emerge,

patronage

During the British rule in India when the people of Odisha particularly the

lower strata of the society, were imbibed by the philosophy of Mahima Daharma

and led a social  movement in the society under the mahimapanthis headed by

Bhima Bhoi, the firebrand of Mahimadharma. To see the growing popularity of

the movement W.W.Hunter in his book Orissa Vol.I has mentioned the 19 th century

mahima movement was a mass movement. The scholars of subaltern ideologies

like Prasant Pradhan, Biswamayee Pati  have mentioned this movement as the

subaltern movement. They tried to make the poor Oriyas free from irrationality

and falsehood of religious rituals of the contemporary Hindu life. Here with

Ramachandra Guha, the author of subaltern theory while introducing his scientific

study on contemporary approach to history observed: “Those who write

contemporary history known that the reader is not a passive vessel to receive the

text placed before him or her….The further back we go in time, the less of problem

this is…the closer one goes to the present the more judgmental one tends to

become.”1 As Recard Evans has also put it, a student of History attempting to study

events in more recent time frames must be…prepared to confront uncomfortable

realities and inconvenient truths.”2

The prime objectives of this paper are to study scientifically the condition of

the people who belongs to the lowest strata from the socio-economic point of view,

secondly the role of Bhima Bhoi and how he could able to bring social changes

through social movement, thirdly to make a critical evaluation on the consequences

of Mahimadharma.

The author has been supported by many source materials to develop this

research article such as Stuti Chintamani, one of the best metaphysics of the world,

Bhimabhoi’s bhajanamalas, jananas, Study of the decline of a movement of

resistance against dominance Mahima Dharma of past and  present edited by

Prasanta Pradhan and Pareswar Sahoo,  Resisting dominance Social history of 20 th

century Mahima Dharma and many more articles including field study.

The process of socio-religious transformation becomes more flexible under

the Mahima philosophies in the hilly tracts of Odisha as far as regional history is

concerned. It is because the mahimapanthis adopted the concept of sunyavada of

Buddhism, became popular in the ideals of Panchasakhas of medieval period

through the bhakti movement. In the process of socialization Mahima Dharma

was highly acclaimed by the marginalized and the backward sections of the society

who were concentrated at the hilly tract of Odisha. The Mahima institutions like

Mahima Ashrams or Tungies also play an important role to bring changes in the

social and religious life of the people of Odisha in 19 th century.

Before going to study the process of socialization, socio-religious

transformation and social movement in 19 th century Odisha is to understand the
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meaning of the term social movement. It means a type of group action. It is large,

sometimes informal, groupings of individuals or organizations which focus on

specific political or social issues. In other words, they carry out resist or undo a

social change. Similarly we also understand the term socialization. According to

the Advance English lexicography , socialization is the action of establishing on a

socialist basis, the act of meeting for social purposes, and the adaptation of the

behavior patterns of the surrounding cultures. The above mentioned meaning of

socialization reveals the fact that it is a continuous process. Its history is as long as

to the Paleolithic phase of human settlement. Gradually the people started to learn

their languages, cultures, values, attitudes, norms, personalities, rights, justice, and

behaviour to become a social being3. In this context 19th century bears a water

mark in the history of Mahima Dharma in Odisha was originated against dominants

and inequality as far as social stratification is concerned. In pre- colonial era the

people were in a critical juncture particularly in the field of social, political and

religious life. They were suffocated by the behavior and attitude and the restrictions

of the people of upper strata. As a result, the sudras had lost their faith in the

society. They could not compete with others due to lack of education, superstitions,

social taboos and awareness. Sometimes their simplicity and ignorance led them

to a great trouble. Therefore, they were in search of the windows to get socializing

through socio-religious transformation. Called in different names viz. Kalinga,

Odra, Tolasi, Kangoda, Kosala and Utkal at different points of time today’s Odisha

bears within it the territorial nucleus of all the ancient kingdoms particularly

belonged to ancient, medieval and modern times beckoned people from far and

within, the saints like Bhima Bhoi known as Santhakabi Bhima Bhoi of Gramadiha

of Redhakhole in Sonepur district in the middle of 19 th century Orissa. He was

more famous for his metaphysics. Though Mahima Dharma originated by Mahima

Gosain known as Dhulia Baba who resided in Puri town become more popular and

took a definite shape under Bhima Bhoi. He was accepted as Dhulia Baba because

his living in sand without clothes, according to Mahima darshan and the local

tradition. After the period of the Panchasakhas of 15 th and 16th century Mahima

Dharma, the only religion had played an important role to accelerate the process

of socialization in the socio-religious life of the people of Odisha. When Odisha in

19th century regarded as not much progress in her history, due to lack of education,

medieval values were firmly settled with all its tenets and rigidity Mahima Dharma

side by side continued its popularity among the lower sections of the society

particularly untouchables and tribes like Bhuyans, Kandhas, Santalas  and Mundas

etc4. It is the fact that the people of these tribes were not ready to accept the social

hierarchy. Besides, the effort made by upper strata’s in the field of social as well as

economic rights put them into a great trouble.5 They had their own identity of

mobilization and mode of worship, practice. As a result, both in coastal Orissa as

well as in the hilly tracts the tribes prefer to come under a fold of Bhakti which is

referred to Stutichintamani6 and the cult of Bhakti was extremely popular among

the untouchables and downtrodden, who were socially, economically, educationally
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and politically backward. Each caste had its own spiritual teacher called Vaishnava

or Santha who performs caste rituals. Through Mahima Dharma the lower castes

actually destroyed the ritualistic supremacy of the higher castes and the indigenous

priests. At present the same practice is continued in the village areas of Narasinghpur,

a hilly tract. An example can be made here that the village called Bandhahuda

where half of the untouchables of the total population are performed their own

ceremonies like, sradha, Diwali and many more. On this occasion the head of

community performs the ritualistic works.  Because this Dharma was based on

monotheism, one God head, who is formless, the one and only supreme God known

as Anakara, Alekha, Nirakara, Niranjana and Nirguna mentioned in Stuti

Chintamani  in a poetic form.

Ruparekha nahihe Sunyadehi

Achha Ude Hoi7

The concept of one God head or monotheism also popularizes in Bhagabata

Geeta, Tripitakas, Jatakas ,Bibel, and Koran. Besides, it reflects in religious tenets

of Islam, Christianity, Jainism and Buddhism. In 19th century the great apostles

like Raja Ram Mohan Roy, Swami Vivekananda were propagated monotheism.

Their motto was to establish nationalism among the Indians.

In 19th century the people of lower castes become more attracted towards the

tenets of Mahima Dharma. This was one of the stepping stone to the process of

socialization in Orissa. In the historical process it is unabated that the concept of

socialization was predominated under the royal patronage. In absence of royal

dynasties, the upper stratas of the society dominated rest of the people, who had

not a ray of hope how to lead a healthy life and be the part and parcel of the

mainstream of the society.

The popularity of Mahima Dharma among the oppressed class was the proof

that these people were ready to change the social orders in a process of socialization8.

It is the fact that the process of socialization brought through language, culture and

religious principles. In this regard Mahima Dharma simplified the religious world

for poor people in a very poetic form. This Dharma ignited a scenes of spirits

those who were merely neglected by the high class Hindu’s. Mostly the Dalitas

and tribals and other backward classes some extent the Vaishyas became its ardent

followers who were being harassed and paralyzed by the upper classes of the

society9. Perhaps, it was the first organized and successful subaltern movement in

19th century Odisha. The scholars like P.K. Pradhan has coined as the first organized

mass movement from below which became successful in many respects without

any support of educated elite10.

Another aspect of Mahima Dharma in the process of socialization is the

challenge posed by the women against the male dominated society. A lady name

Late Bela Sahoo was born in Siaria in the Narasinghpur Block in Cuttack district

liberated her from many of the wrong notions developed by the society for women.

In this critical time her notable contributions to the society made her champion to
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attract a large number of women who belong to lower caste by high degree of

spiritual bent of thoughts. As a result, a band of women came under the fold of

Mahima Dharma whom we call lady Mahima Panthies. She popularizes the

bhajanas of Bhima Bhoi. The bhajanas of Bhima Bhoi reflect on humanism,

socialism and spiritualism and the realities of life. Besides it highlights on the

duties of human being for the sake of the society. Some scholars have argued that

the philosophy of Bhima Bhoi is a religious fusion of Buddhism, Jainism and the

Panchasakha’s writings. Therefore, in 19 th century such a dharma like Mahima

Dharm was so popular. The following bhajanas of Bhima Bhoi are popularized by

Late Bela Sahoo as, Sunya Mandire Vihara, Chalante Sunya Sabada, Katakhandi

Bhanga Pata, Ruparekha Nahiney Sunya Dehi and many more bhajanas of Mahima

Dharma.11

The impact of the philosophy of Mahima Dharma, its concept of one God

and the simplest form of worship made easy to the dalitas and tribals to come to the

mainstream of the society as far as the process of socialization is concerned. As a

result, the old Garjats of Orissa and including the hilly tracts and in coastal belt,

Mahima Dharma became so popular. To accelerate the process of the socialization

thousands of Mahima Tungies were established in the village areas to attract more

Mahima Panthies as a result, a great process of socialization began in Orissa in

19th century cutting across all the class and caste rigidity12. The Mahima ashrams

in greater Bhubaneswar play a great role in promotion of social norms. To give a

new shape to the social life and the social structure of the people of rural

Bhubaneswar Mahima Gosain first established the ashrama at Patia which is one

of the earliest Mahima ashram of greater Bhubaneswar13. At present in Bhubaneswar

there are fourteen mahima ashrams, these are Satya mahimadharma ashram, at

Bomikhal, Mahima ashrama at the village Baramunda, Mahima tungi at

Daruthenga, at Andharua, Damana, Gautama Nagar, and at G.G.P. Colony etc. The

reason behind of the scores of Mahima tungis or the ashrams is the babas or the

bhaktas use to move one ashram to another in the morning staying at a particular

place for a single night. That is why they establish the ashrams within a short

distance of fifteen or ten kilometers radius. Having this objective the mahima

ashrams are sprang up both in rural and urban areas particularly in the greater

Bhubaneswar.14 The relevance of the Mahima dharma is not only existed among

the lower castes but also present in higher castes such as the Khandayatas, and the

Vaishya community.15

Thus the role of Mahima philosophy, the mahima panthis and santha kabi

Bhima Bhoi in Odisha could be traced from cumulative effects of Christianity, and

predominant of medieval socio-religious institutions like Sree Jagannath tradition.

The social movement in19th century Odisha helps the Dalitas, the untouchables

and backward class to come to the mainstream of the society through the process

of socialization. As a result a great socio-religious transformation became possible

due to the ardent impact of Mahima tenets as well as the mahima institutions called

mahima tungies or the ashramas. Also people of Odisha in 19 th century started to
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be rational before going to impose any kind of socio-religious restrictions. The

socio-religious transformation was not only possible among the tribes and the Sudras

but also a great change was occurred among the Vaishyas. The Narasinghpur region

of Cuttack district in this regard bears a watermark. The mahima devotees like late

Bela Sahoo, belongs to Vaishya community, is remembered among the people of

her areas as a path breaker for her multifarious socio-religious activities.  Due to

her involvement in Mahiam dharma late Bela Sahoo  could lead the social protest

movement in the localities. As a result the sudras got a ray of hope of socio-religious

justice.
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11.

Bhakt Malukdas ;

A Non Conformist Saint of Mid

Seventeenth Century

*Dr. Jaya Kakkar

Abstract

In north India there were major (major because they got lot of attention)

saints like Kabir, Dadu and Nanak. These work has been deeply researched

by academicians. However a relatively less light has been shone on

contributions of minor (termed so since they failed to get the limelight)

saint one of them being Bhakt Malukdas. Born in A.D 1631, he survived

for about 108 years. He was originally a trader and resided at Kara. He

was devoted to God and had all the qualities of being a saint and ascetic.

He wrote many books such as Parichay which had lots of anecdotes in

Awadhi dialect with a touch of Persian and Arabic tinge. Gyan Bodh is

another of his work where he dealt with monotheism. He advocated equality

before God no one having higher status based on his caste or creed. He

was a great votary of communal harmony, integrity of mankind and

importance of spirituality. He taught the path of communion in God through

love and devotion. He was a great social reformer of his time, preaching

support to the less privileged needy who were deprived of living hood

This help he equated with worship and devotion for God.

In north India the saint tradition belonging to the major saints like Kabir,

Dadu and Nanak along with their ‘bani’, which reflects a definite belief in the

notion of monotheism and peaceful coexistence, has got adequate attentions of the

academicians and historians. The then socio economic, political, and cultural

conditions has been equally researched through their work and known to the

academics. But people who adhered to these traditions and are called minor saints,

on the basis of their reach and following, have been not much studied and researched.

*Associate Professor, Shyam Lal College, University of Delhi, Delhi
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This is possibly due to lack of academic interest, since research on them could not

have fetched scholarly fame; as a result these saints could not attain a sizeable

status. Bhakt Malukdas is one such saint of the mid-17 th century who, as is apparent

from his work that he was a non conformist. His work and activity was centred

around the region of Kara from where his ideas were carried far and wide. He is

credited to have authored many voluminous works.1 Academicians in Hindi

literature like Hazari Prasad Dwivedi and Ram Kumar Varma have translated his

work in Hindi since his original works were written in the dialect called Kaithi.2

His work was appreciated, but was not published due to some unexplainable reasons.

Later Triloki Narayan Dikshit wrote a small piece on Malukdas.3

Malukdas was born in A.D. 1631, and is said to have survived for about 108

years. He died in A.D. 1739. This way, huge span of his life witnessed a very

crucial phase in Indian history, the rise and fall of the Mughal Empire.4

Malukdas belonged to Khatri caste and was born at Kara.

W. Crooks in his voluminous work has mentioned Malukdasi Panth.7 H.R.

Neville in Allahabad Gazetteer acknowledged Malukdas as a trader who was

contemporary to Mughal emperor Aurangzeb.8 He writes ‘In the middle of the

town Kara, is the house of celebrated Malukdas, otherwise known as Chandra

Maluki Shahi, an ascetic who died in 1682.9 We also get a glimpse of the economy

of the region from Bhakt Malukdas’s works that the trading in woolen clothes and

blanket was his profession, and Kara was a centre for blanket manufacturing industry

in the 17th century. As Neville writes in the Gazetteer of Allahabad, in the middle

of the town Kara, is the house of celebrated Malukdas otherwise known as Chandra

Maluki Shahi an ascetic who died in 1682. 10

Since childhood Malukdas had developed unusual characteristic for his age,

like being liberal, charitable to the extent of stealing stuff from his house and donating

to the needy, and so on. He was devoted to God and had all the qualities of becoming

a saint and ascetic. His parents were quite perturbed by their young child who had

distinctive and unusual inclination towards society and religion. Children of his age

would play and indulge in materialistic activities but his tendencies were otherwise.

So in order to distract his attention he was asked to join his family business of trading

in blankets. The following couplet clearly reflects this:

Dr. Jaya Kakkar
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But even then nothing could detract Malukdas from his path towards being

in the company of saints and preaching the love of God for all.

In Malukdas’s Parichay, the anecdotes pertaining to his saintly tendencies

make us infer that since his childhood he was an extraordinary child with quick

grasp towards a tradition that was non conformist. His bani is mainly in Awadhi

dialect with a dash of Persian and Arabic tinge. This was perhaps due to the fact

that while he was writing he had specific audience in mind who could understand

his feelings equally well. Probably this is the main reason that till date the Maluk

Sthal is venerated by all communities with deep regards and devotion.

Since Malukdas was a saint with Sufistic inclination it is imperative to gauge

who is his guru or ‘pir’? Through a study of his writings one comes to know that

Malukdas had great reverence for Murari Swami as evident from his work of

Sukhsagasr where he says,

It is rather unlikely, and there is little evidence to prove, that Malukdas routinely

ventured out of Kara and its environs. Though he spent most of his time at Kara,

towards the sunset phase of his life, he did travel outside Kara to places like

Jagannathpuri in Orissa, Kalpi, and Delhi. In his Parichay [published by Belvedere

Press] it is clearly indicated that the purpose of his visit to Delhi was to meet Mughal

Emperor Aurangzeb.14 What makes Malukdas different from the rest of the saints

who preceded him or were his contemporary is that he had immense urge for service

to mankind. Malukdas died at a ripe age of 108 years as said in the following verse.

Gyan Bodh is Malukdas’s most trusted and accepted work. In this book, he tried

to emphasise the concept of monotheism. These views are echoed in most of his other

works too. The original manuscript of this work is in the possession of Baba Mathuradas

at Kara. The Gaddi of Malukdas is situated at Kara and the Baba is the head priest of

the gaddi. His doctrine of monotheism is illustrated by the following paraphrase:

Bhakt Malukdas
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Other than Gyanbodh, Ratn Khan, Bhakti Vivek, Gyan Parokshi, Barakhadi,

Bibhaybibhuti Sukhsakhar  are some more significant works of Sant Malukdas in

which he talks about his opinion about God the almighty, devotion, humanity,

philosophy, religion.17 The Bani of Malukdas like other saints emphasizes on the

less privileged needy people who are in state of penury. He propagates that if other

well off people can help such needy ones then this service is as good as worship

and devotion for God the almighty. This, according to him, is a route to attain

moksha, as illustrated in the following phrase:

Translated, it says: One, who can empathise with others’ pain and misery,

that person is actually a devotee, and God loves such people. Feeding those who

are hungry and providing water to the thirsty, is the greatest service to mankind,

something which happens to be the essence of Sufism. Incidentally, such thoughts

are also the hallmark of Sufism. Bhakt Malukdas has expressed ideas similar to

those of Kabir towards orthodoxy, rituals and practices.

He goes in fact a step further when he says one should be considerate not

only towards human beings and animals around but must be equally conscious

towards vegetation and environment too. The plants, trees and saplings have life in

them so they should not be unnecessarily uprooted or chopped. He says:

Malukdas tries to set path for the devotees where he says:

Dr. Jaya Kakkar
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He tries to serve the mankind through empathising with the person who is in

pain and helping him out of the agony. If one is not able to identify the agony of his

fellow, whichever community he belongs to, whatever religion he follows, he is a

person who does not believe in God and God will never shower his blessings on

such inconsiderate souls.

Malukdas believes in God and his power of being omnipresent. He says:

Most importantly, Malukdas seems to have reached that stage of love towards

God, where God seems to be in complete command of the devotee. With such faith

and immense devotion he writes

While trying to teach his fellow beings how to worship God he says,

He is averse to ritualistic traditions. Basically, he is commenting on the

ostentatious ways of worshipping God which according to him are futile. Love for

God is something that should be nurtured in the heart. It is not to be shown off,

nothing to boast about.

It is important that one should be accommodating and should not utter harsh

words to others. One should be modest and humility is the utmost attribute to some

one who is genuinely human. Malukdas in his works has utilized Arabic and Persian

words and idioms quite efficiently. It is important to visualize the contemporary

Bhakt Malukdas
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landscape where Malukdas’ initial writing and composition took place. He was

living in a period and in region where Turks and Afghans had established their

hold. The region was a provincial capital of the Sultanate for quite sometime. This

phase was followed by the next one that of establishment of the Mughal rule. Kara

occupied a distinct position of being strategically and politically a congenial outpost

during the time when the empire was gradually expanding towards east. The

deployment of army and military officers automatically attracted the artisanal

population to the royal as well as indigenous demands. Thus, as a result there was

substantial Muslim settlement in the region. Now, when Malukdas was composing

his verses and writing the poetry, it was necessary that it be bilingual and vernacular

so that it reached the larger audience. As a result we find that there is an abundant

usage of Persian and Arabic idioms, interspersed with his poetry written in Awadhi

dialect. The foregoing paragraph is a proof of what we infer:

Similarly, in the following phrase once again, the abundance of Persian dialect

can be easily located:

Malukdas appealed to both the communities who were living together, and

harboured no ill will towards each other. Gradually, there started developing

Malukdasi community which gradually acquired a separate status and identity.

The leader undoubtedly was Malukdas himself. When exactly did this community

Dr. Jaya Kakkar
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come into existence is shrouded with mystery. But definitely during Malukdas life

time, this community came into existence. Perhaps while he is said to have been

travelling away from Kara to Puri and Kalpi, Isfahabad and Kabul. During this

sojourn everyone, was welcome. So Hindu as well as Muslims became his followers:

Members belonging to the lower castes, were his great followers and readily

joined this community in large numbers. After Malukdas, Ram Snehi, the nephew

of Malukdas, took over the charge of spreading the philosophy of Malukdas. The

organisation was highly systematized during his tenure. In Tarikh i Kara Manikpur,

there is a geneological tree of the spiritual successors [Peethacharya] of Bhakt

Malukdas which is interesting to reproduce here:

Genealogy of Bhakt Malukdas

Among his followers, there is a continuing tradition of celebrating the

founder’s day. This tradition is very similar to the traditions followed by the Sufis

who celebrate the death anniversary of their saints in the form of Urs. Likewise the

followers of Malukdas celebrate the death anniversary of Malukdas.

There is a priest popularly known as baba who performs the rituals with the

community. The priest at the Gaddi of Kara is Baba Mathura Prasad. The position

although is not hereditary but it’s a coincidence that the family of Baba Mathura

Das whose ancestor was Bhakt Malukdas is holding the position.

At early morning and in the evening all the members convene at the prayer

hall. They pray and sing songs in praise of Malukdas. In the morning they wash the

silver slippers of Malukdas. This is followed by performing other rituals, though

which Malukdas himself had opposed, like washing ‘Shaligram’, decorating it

with sandal paste, offering flowers and sweets. The sweets are then distributed

among the people attending the ritual. This exercise is again repeated in the evening.

I had the occasion to witness to these ceremonies and ritual at Kara and at the same

time an institution devoted to Malukdas at Naraina in Delhi where the present

Mahant Yogi Nanak Chand resides.

Conclusion

Thus it is amply evident that Baba Maluk Das was one of the foremost poet saints

from India. He always propagated the message of universal love and oneness of

Bhakt Malukdas
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God. He would always preach love, devotion, and amity. He advocated that everyone

was equal before God, having no upper status based on caste and creed. His ashrams,

which still exist in different parts of India including in Delhi, continue to advance

till this day message of communal harmony, integrity of mankind and importance

of spirituality. They are like a sanctuary where people seek peace, both inner and

outer, irrespective of their lineage. Maluk Das, like all his breathern Sufis and

saints, endeavoured to rekindle the true spirit of religion. The ultimate objective of

his teachings was to suggest path of communion with God through love and

devotion, and not through meaningless rituals.
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12.

Aatm Nirbhar Bharat And

Its Sustainability

*Dr. Monika Srivastava

Abstract

It is a very famous proverb that need is the mother of invention. Like this

Aatm Nirbhar Bharat is need of hour for Indian economy as well as for

all Indians during pandemic COVID-19. Aatm Nirbhar Bharat is not

only a term but it is a vision of our honourable Prime Minister Shri

Narendra Modi to enable India to overcome from this difficult time during

pandemic COVID-19 which is never earlier seen. A new scheme for a

new India, it is 2020, a year with lots of ups and downs and there were

many new things to see and feel this year. Either it was the medical

sector or small industry; everyone got directly affected this year. It is a

hard time for not only us, but also for the nation. Different countries are

trying their best to develop their nation because everyone got affected

this year due to the Corona epidemic. Our Prime Minister also launched

a new scheme named as Atma Nirbhar Bharat. 1

Swaminathan Aiyar says the same, “atmanirbhar” can be translated as both

self-reliance and self-sufficiency. India in the 1960s-70s tried self-sufficiency and

it didn’t work out. Aiyer says that “to go back to self-sufficiency again appears to

be going in the wrong direction.” Sadanand Dhume raised skepticism related to

the terminology and language related to the phrase, and whether it signalled a

revival of pre-liberalisation era policies. ‘Aatmanirbharta’ or Self-Reliance was

the Oxford Hindi Word of Year 20202.  The adapted self-reliance or aatmarnibharta

that emerged was ready to associate with and challenge the globalised world, as

opposed to past decades where there had been a wish to disassociate, such as

during the pre-independence swadeshi movement and the matter of post-

independence foreign aid. However, even swadeshi has been adapted with slogans
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such as ‘vocal for local’ while at the same time global interconnectedness is being

promoted. The government aims to reconcile this, Economist Intelligence Unit

explains, “Modi’s policy aims to reduce domestic market access to imports, but at

the same time open the economy and export to the rest of the world”. Aatm Nirbhar”

which is a Hindi word meaning in English is “Self Reliant” which also refers less

dependency on others or don’t be dependent of others. Aatm Nirbhar Bharat is

basically a term formulated at the time of pandemic COVID-19 in India.  It is actually

the vision to make India and Indians self reliant by starting production of all mandatory

items locally. Vocal for Local is also integral of Aatm Nirbhar Bharat Abhiyan.

Atma Nirbhar Bharat does not advocate about putting a full stop on imports

but it has been launched to encourage Indians to step into self-development. Because

there are sufficient talent and knowledge in the country but we don’t get a suitable

platform.PM Modi defines Atma Nirbhar Bharat as “The state of the world today

teaches us that (Atma Nirbhar Bharat) “Self-reliant India” is the only path. It is

said in our scriptures — EshahPanthah. That is — self-sufficient India”. 3The slogan

of Atma Nirbhar Bharat is ‘vocal for local’ which means raise your voice for local

products because a famous brand was also local someday. The main reason behind

this scheme was COVID-19 in which many people lost their jobs and laborers too.

So, this scheme was launched to help them. A package of 20 lakh Crore rupees was

announced in this scheme to help people. Another reason for launching this scheme

was the conflict between India and China. More than 50 Chinese apps have been

banned to promote Indians to develop their own apps. Although there is no certain

plan to totally abolish China it was launched just to promote national talent and

promote India towards self-dependence.

India is dependent on lots of imports from many countries across the world

and pays a large import bill in comparison to export. During the time of pandemic

all the import and export activities across the world was on halt. Transportation on

goods and services were stopped. Then it was very difficult to live without resources

as import of goods were not possible due to termination of transport activities.

India faced problems in terms of shortage of Hospital beds, PPE kits, Covid test

kits, medicines, ventilators and other necessary respiratory and medical equipments

including basic supplies of hand sanitizers, N95 Masks. 4 We realized that it is the

time for us to depend upon indigenous Innovation, products and local

manufacturing. To fulfill these demands and promote production of these items in

the country our Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi started Aatma Nirbhar Bharat

Campaign. He defined the five pillars of Aatm Nirbhar Bharat to boost the economy

and to turn difficulties into opportunity.

This clearly indicates that most of all the industries can directly be a part of

this scheme. This scheme also encourages our youth to develop their own bunnies

and develop new jobs for others. “This economic package is for our cottage industry,

home industry, our small-scale industry, our MSMEs, which is a source of livelihood

for millions of people, which is the strong foundation of our resolve for a self-

reliant India,”.
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Atma Nirbhar Bharat is a scheme which is specially designed for those migrant

workers who lost their job during this interval. It was Corona which badly affected

not only our economy but also of the entire world. So, keeping in regards,

government took a major step and started promoting people for their own start-up.

The word Self Reliance means ‘ the capacity to rely on one’s own efforts and

capabilities.’ It is based on five pillars-Economy, Infrastructure for modern India,

21st-century technology-driven system, Demand, and Vibrant Demography. The

Indian government announced a special package worth Rs. 20 lakh crore aimed

towards achieving this mission.

Under this mission, compensation will be given to all workers, farmers,

traders, etc. who have suffered a loss due to lockdown. This package is expected to

focus on land, labor, liquidity, and laws.  It needs a lot of money to have your own

business and we need some funds. It is not so easy to get funds from banks because

you have to show lots of documents and should also have some property to mortgage.

So, in this scheme you don’t have to keep anything in a mortgage, you just need a

degree or a special talent, which should be unique in many ways. There are some

norms and conditions which you can read in the bank documents but they are

customer-friendly and supports customers to benefit from this scheme.

A reason behind this scheme is COVID-19, it is an epidemic and the entire

world is facing huge trouble. Even the United States couldn’t stop this virus and as a

result, it has directly affected our markets and various industries. So, to improve their

performance and to improve our economy the Government of India started this scheme.

The self-reliant mission may help revive our economy impacted by the Covid-19

pandemic and create new opportunities and employment across various sectors. The

economic package will strengthen India’s cottage and home industries, small and

medium enterprises and other industries, middle class, laborers, and farmers.

The mission aims to make Indian firms more competitive in the global supply

chain. It will help in reducing our dependence on imports. Increased domestic production

and efficiency will in turn increase our exports. These reforms will promote business,

attract investments and further strengthen the Indian economy. Another reason is again

the COVID-19 virus, many industries were running in loss and as a result, many lost

their jobs and it was really shocking for many families. Not only laborers but also other

workers lost their job. So, to help them the Government launched this scheme. A total

of  3 Atmanirbhar Bharat packages worth Rupees 29.87 lakh crore were announced by

the government. As a part of the Atmanirbharl Bharat package, numerous government

decisions have taken place such as changing the definition of MSMEs (Micro, Small

and Medium Enterprises) boosting scope for private participation in numerous sectors,

increasing FDI in the defense sector, and the vision has found support in many sectors

such as the solar manufacturing sector.

Five Pillars of Aatm Nirbhar Bharat:

 Economy -  an economy that brings Quantum Jump rather than Incremental

change.

Aatm Nirbhar Bharat And Its Sustainability
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 Infrastructure -  an infrastructure that became the identity of modern India.

 System- A system that is driven by technology that can fulfill the dreams of the

21st century; a system not based on the policy of the past century.

 Vibrant Demography - Our Vibrant Demography is our strength in the world’s

largest democracy, our source of energy for self-reliant India.

 Demand - The cycle of demand and supply chain in our economy is the strength

that needs to be harnessed to its full potential.

Five phases of Aatm Nirbhar Bharat :

 Phase-I : Businesses including MSMEs

 Phase-II : Poor, including migrants and farmers

 Phase-III : Agriculture

 Phase-IV : New Horizons of Growth

 Phase-V : Government Reforms and Enablers

Major features :

Given the importance of MSMEs for the Indian economy, the Rs 3 lakh crore

collateral-free loan facility for MSMEs under the package will help this finance-

starved sector and thereby provide a kickstart to the dismal state of the economy.

Also, as the MSME sector is the second-largest employment generating sector in

India, this step will help to sustain the labor-intensive industries and thereby help

in leveraging India’s comparative advantage. Additionally, limiting imports of

weapons and increasing the limit of foreign direct investment in defense from 49%

to 74% will give a much-needed boost to the production in the Ordnance Factory.

INR 50,000 Crores liquidity to be given through reduction in TDS / TCS deductions.

The government will facilitate the provision of INR 20,000 crores as subordinate

debt Ifor functioning MSMEs which are NPA or are stressed.

Rs 1 lakh crore Agri Infrastructure Fund for farm-gate infrastructure for

farmers. Rs 10,000 crore scheme for Formalisation of Micro Food Enterprises

(MFE). Rs 20,000 crore for fisherman through Pradhan Mantri Matsya Sampada

Yojana (PMMSY), National Animal Disease Control Programme, Animal

Husbandry Infrastructure Development Fund - Rs.15,000 crore, Promotion of Herbal

Cultivation: Outlay of Rs.4,000 crore, Beekeeping initiatives - Rs 500 crore,

Adequate choices to the farmer to sell their produce at a remunerative price;  barrier-

free Inter-State Trade; a framework for e-trading of agriculture produce.  Agriculture

Produce Pricing and Quality Assurance, Rs 30,000 crore Additional Emergency

Working Capital for farmers through NABARD and  Rs 2 lakh crore credit boost

to 2.5 crore farmers under Kisan Credit Card Scheme. 5

Free food grains supply to migrants for 2 months, Technology system to be

used enabling Migrants to access PDS (Ration) from any Fair Price Shops in India

by March,2021-One Nation one Ration Card, Scheme for Affordable Rental

Housing Complexes for Migrant Workers and Urban Poor to be launched, 2%

Interest Subvention for 12 months for Shishu MUDRA loanees- Relief of Rs. 1,500
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crore,  Rs 5,000 crore Credit facility for Street Vendors,  Rs 70,000 crore boost to

the housing sector and middle-income group through the extension of Credit Linked

Subsidy Scheme for MIG under PMAY (Urban), Rs 40,000 crore increase in

allocation for MGNREGS to provide employment boost, Public Expenditure on

Health will be increased by investing in grass-root health institutions and ramping

up Health and Wellness Centres in rural and urban areas. Key reforms for ease of

doing Business for corporates.  Centre has decided to increase borrowing limits of

States from 3% to 5% for 2020-21 only. This will give States extra resources of Rs.

4.28 lakh crore.6

A comprehensive initiative called PM e-VIDYA will be launched which unifies

all efforts related to digital/online/on-air education.  This will enable multi-mode

access to education, and includes: DIKSHA (one nation-one digital platform) which

will now become the nation’s digital infrastructure for providing quality e-content

in school education for all the states/UTs;  TV (one class-one channel) where one

dedicated channel per grade for each of the classes 1 to 12 will provide access to

quality educational material: SWAYAM online courses in MOOCS format for school

and higher education; IITPAL for IITJEE/NEET preparation; Air through

Community radio and CBSE Shiksha Vani podcast;  and study material for the

differently-abled developed on Digitally Accessible,   Information System (DAISY)

and in sign language on NIOS website/ YouTube. This will benefit nearly 25 crore

school-going children across the country. 7

Aatma Nibhar Bharat actually means that we are able to produce the products

indigenously, what we need and eventually play a larger role in the global economy

by exporting the surplus products.  This was the real vision of Aatm Nirbhar Bharat.

Impact of Aatm Nirbhar Bharat Abhiyaan can be seen that from zero

production of Personal Protection Equipment (PPE) Kits before March 2020, today

India has created a capacity of locally producing more than 2 lakh PPE kits daily

and it is growing steadily. Earlier to this India uses imported PPE kits and pays a

lot of money in return. India also developed our own Covid testing kits and number

of vaccines are in final stage of trails. In some ways Aatm Nirbhar Bharat Abhiyan

is the reinforcement of Make in india. Defence ministry is now also pushing to

make indigenous production of weapons.

To make Aatm Nirbahr Bharat Abhiyan more successful Indian Government

has announced bailout packages and support packages to various sectors to increase

liquidity in the market. These packeges that were released during the lockdown

was around US$ 283.73 billion, which is about 10 per cent of India’s GDP. The

economic package was expected to provide support and strength to various sections

of the country. It will also give a renewed boost to the development journey of the

country in 2020. In order to prove the determination of a self-reliant India, Land,

Labour, Liquidity and Laws have all been emphasized in this economic package.

Aatm Nirbhar Bharat Abhiyan promoted various innovations and new

products development in India. By this import of India will decrease and export

will increase thus in the long run our trade deficit will reduce. Export promotion

Aatm Nirbhar Bharat And Its Sustainability
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will help us save foreign currency and earn more foreign currency. Aatm Nirbhar

Bharat package will help in growing Indian small and medium enterprises and the

manufacturing sector will flourish. This program will help in achieving 5 Trillion

economy vision of Indian Government.

The lack of effective modernization of Indian industries is a big challenge. The

country needs huge investment in building strong social infrastructure. The package

for MSMEs was modest and there was no adequate focus on the unorganized sector.No

stimulus in the package to generate demand. The Covid -19 pandemic has adversely

affected the Indian economy and society. Atmanirbhar Bharat is a move towards

making India more self-reliant in the post-Covid-19 world.

For India to be truly self-reliant, the government should focus more on

education, health, human capability, and research and development. The mission

will definitely support the resurgence of the Indian economy.  Atmanirbhar Bharat

has been called by some as a re-packaged version of the Make in India movement

using new taglines such as ‘Vocal for Local’. It would benefit laborers, farmers,

honest taxpayers, MSMEs, and the cottage industry.  India’s self-reliance will be

based on five pillars economy, infrastructure, technology-driven system, vibrant

demography, and demand. When India speaks of self-reliance, it does not advocate

for a self-centered system. In India’s self-reliance, there is a concern for the whole

world’s happiness cooperation, and peace.

While this package brought cheers within the India Inc., the  sustainability 8

of  this plan is depicted in the three dimensions of sustainability namely Economic,

Socio and environmental.

Economic sustainability:

 Collateral free loan of Rs 3 lakh crores for MSMEs — This will enable almost

45 lakh units to restart work and save jobs.

 Subordinate debt provision of Rs 20,000 cr for 2 lakh stressed MSMEs and Rs

50,000 crore equity infusion via Mother fund-Daughter fund for viable MSMEs

needing handholding- This will help in expanding the capacity and grow.

 Rs 30,000 crore special liquidity scheme for investing in investment grade

debt paper of NBFCs, HFCs and MFIs- This will help funding for MSME W.

 Rs 45,000 crore partial credit guarantee scheme 2.0 for NBFCs. The first 20%

loss will be borne by the guarantor that is government of India- This will provide

economic stability to MSME sector.

 For Discoms, a one-time emergency liquidity injection of Rs 90,000 crore against

all their receivables. The states will guarantee it- This will provide economic

stability to electricity distribution companies.

 Rs 10,000 crore fund for micro food scheme will be executed with cluster

based approach. Will benefit 2 lakh Micro Food Enterprises. For instance, Bihar

can have Makhana cluster, Kashmir can have Kesar cluster, Telangana can

have Turmeric cluster, Andhra can have chilli cluster.- Provide Economic

stability and growth opportunity to micro small and medium sector.

Dr. Monika Srivastava
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Social Sustainability:9

 Global tenders will be disallowed up to Rs 200 crore for government contracts-

This will facilitate decent work, Skilling & job opportunities for locals.

 For those migrants who don’t have NFSA cards or state cards, 5 Kgs of wheat

or rice per person and one kg channa per family per month for next two months

to be provided and it will reach through the state governments. This will entail

Rs 3,500 crore and is likely to benefit around 8 crore migrants- Provide Food

security, Zero hunger.

 National Portability Ration Cards can be used in any ration shops that will be

applicable across the country. By August 2020, 67 cr beneficiaries in 23 states

or 83% of all PDS beneficiaries will get covered. By March 2021, 100 per cent

will be covered- Will Provide food for all, zero Hunger.

 Under PM Awas Yojaana, scheme for rental housing for migrant workers. Under

the scheme incentives will be offered to private manufacturing units and

industrial units to develop affordable housing, converting govt funded houses

into affordable renting accommodations for migrant workers. Shall be done on

PPP on concessionaire basis.

  State government agencies will also be incentivized to develop affordable

housing- Will  provide Shelter  for all  and Sustainable cit ies &

Communities.

 Those who have availed loans up to Rs 50,000, an interest subvention of 2%

for next 12 months after the moratorium period extended by RBI ends. Three

crore people will get benefit of Rs 1500 crore.- Will help in Poverty alleviation.

 Special scheme for street vendors to avail Rs 5,000 crore loan facility. Will be

given Rs 10,000 of working capital. – Provide Economic stability and help in

Poverty alleviation.

 Rs 6,000 crore for under CAMPA (Compensatory afforestation fund). Tribal

people will get employment in forest management, wildlife protection/

management and other forest related activities. – Help in Sustainable livelihood,

poverty alleviation.

 Pradhan Mantri Matsya Sampada Yojana for development of marine and inland

fisheries. Rs 20,000 crore will be spent to fill the gaps in value chains. This

will lead to an additional fish production of 70 lakh tons in next five years and

provide employment to 55 lakh people- Help in building Sustainable livelihood,

poverty alleviation, Strengthening ecosystem services.

 Rs 13,343 crore for vaccination of livestock in India to eradicate foot and mouth

disease- This will provide Good health & Well being.

 Rs 15,000 crore will be spent on ramping up the dairy infrastructure. Also,

investments will be made in cattle feed- Promotes good health & Well being.

 Rs 500 crore have been allocated for beekeeping. This will help 2 lakh

beekeepers- Help building social ecosystem services.

 Rs 500 crore for Operation Greens that will be extended beyond tomatoes,

Aatm Nirbhar Bharat And Its Sustainability
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potatoes and onion and will applicable to all vegetables- Promotes good health

& Well being.

 Indigenization of imported spares, separate budget provisioning for domestic

capital procurement- Provides Decent work, Skilling & job opportunities for

locals.

 Boosting private sector investment in Social Infrastructure through revamped

Viability Gap Funding Scheme of Rs 8,100 crores.- Provides Good health,

quality education, urban connectivity.

Environmental Sustainability:

 One lakh crore fund for strengthening the farm gate infrastructure like cold

chains, post harvest storage infrastructures etc- Help in extending end of life,

Resource conservation.

 Rs 4,000 crore for growing of herbal and medicinal plants. Ten lakh hectares

of land will be used for growing medicinal and herbal plants and will provide

income of nearly Rs 5,000 crore for farmers.- Provide Good Health & Wellbeing,

Carbon sink.

 Government is introducing the commercial mining of coal. India needs to reduce

import of substitutable coal and increase self-reliance in coal production. –

Help in reducing scope 3 CO2 emissions resulting out of Coal transportation.

 The investment of Rs. 50,000 crores is for the evacuation of enhanced CIL’s

(Coal India Limited) target of 1 billion tons of coal production by 2023-24 plus

coal production from private blocks.- Help in reducing almost 8 Mn tons of

CO2 emission resulting out of transportation of imported coal.

 Government is working hard to make India a global hub for aircraft maintenance,

repair and overhaul- Help in up skilling & creating job opportunities for locals,

Emission reduction resultant of imported spares.
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Hoysala Marvel - The Laxminarayan Temple

Hosaholalu is the pioneer work of Dr. N.C Sujatha of a

high order, which has been completed by her with tireless

hard work, dedication and his research-oriented vision. 

The art, culture and architecture of South India are known

throughout the country for its unique and unique style. 

The architecture of South India is known all over the world

for its aesthetic quality as well as cultural heritage.

Dr. N.C.Sujatha completed her Master Degree in

the year 1994 from the University of Mysore. She received

Ph.D in the year 2001 for the thesis titled, “The Position

of Women During Hoysala Period” and received gold

medal for the same from the University of Mysore. She has presented 19 of her

research paper in national and international conferences and has 21 research articles

published in reputed journals.

*Director, Vidya Career Research Foundation(VCRF), and Editor,Central

India Journal of Historical and Archaeological Research (CIJHAR) Panna

Madhya Pradesh Email-cijhar@rediffmail.com
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An Indian temple in its inmost reality is an alter raised to the Devine self, a

house of the “cosmic spirit” an appeal and inspiration to the “infinite”. To appreciate

it it is necessary that proper material is made available to the people, so that they

may know about the abodes of the Gods in India. The sculpture of medieval India

claims its place on the very highest levels of autistics achievement and the

Laxminarayana temple at Hosaholalu is one of them.

In our country, many monuments are scattered everywhere as a symbol of

ancient culture and architecture and there is a lack of authentic information on

them.  In order to present the region’s history in an authentic way, it is very necessary

that the architecture and culture of our region should be presented prominently in

the context of historical facts.  Dr N.C. Sujatha has done this work extremely well

for which she deserves congratulations. 

 The Laxmi Narayan Temple of South India presents an example of some

kind of quality and high quality architecture. Dr. N.C. Sujatha has done the work

of making the history of this wonderful beauty of Laxmi Narayan Temple and its

excellent architecture accessible to the general public and providing high quality

research material to the researchers through this book which is a compliment and

exemplary too. 

The architectural features of South India are reflected in the Lakshmi Narayan

Temple and are explained in detail by Dr N C Sujata through this book.  The pictures

depicted in the important part of this book are of excellent class and show their

sentiments along with the history material of the book.  The selection of pictures is

commendable and their quality is commendable.  The real credit for the creation

of the reference book goes to Dr. NC Sujata, who has given dignity to this book

with his excellent work.  I am absolutely sure that this book will be beneficial and

useful to a large number of researchers and will reflect the great cultural heritage

of Karnataka.

Dr NC Sujatha’s reference book Hoysala Marvel - The Lakshminarayana

Temple Hosaholalu is a great book presenting the nuances of South Indian temple

architecture and will be accepted as a collectible treatise for scholars and history

scholars.  In this 100-page book, 44 pages are of important research material related

to the details of the temple, while the remaining 55 pages depict the various scenes

of the temple with colorful photographs and the subtleties of sculpture and painting

inside the temple. 

.  The illustrations have been published very beautifully, which further

increases the interest of the readers in this book.  Various sculptures decorated in

the sanctorum and galleries of the temple are depicted in these paintings, due to

which the nuances of the art of those idols are clearly visible.  Even without going

to the temple, the reader gets complete information about the temple through these

pictures and through the factual material described in the book, this is the success

of the author.  Dr. NC Sujatha has self-captured various illustrations of the book

with his camera.  Her art connoisseur and her strong hold on the subject are clearly

The Pioneer Work of N.C.Sujatha- Authentic Document
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visible in these paintings. This book is a direct proof of Dr. Sujatha’s hard work

and her dedicated spirit towards history, which will serve as an important reference

book for the researchers. 

This book has been published under the joint aegis of Vidya Career Research

Foundation Panna a research institute of history and Radha Publications,

New Delhi,. In the publication of the book, special care has been taken in the

publication of the quality and beautiful printing as well as the combination of

color illustrations and their setting.  The book is published in December 2021 and

in its foreword Professor AV Narasimha Murthy has conveyed his best wishes. 

Dr. Vinay Srivastava, Director, Vidya Career Research Foundation, in the role

of the publisher, has thrown light on the book in detail. In the author’s role, the

author has presented a detailed metaphor about the book and highlighted its

justification and its importance. The book consists of 55 pages of color and 82

illustrations have been published which highlight the various aspects of the temple.

Their descriptions are given below these pictures, which justify the publication of

the pictures. The historical background of the temple is described in the initial

pages. 

Overall, Dr. NC Sujatha has presented factual research material in this book

for his students and research scholars, which will act as the basic material for

detailed research work. This book with ISBN number has been published in the

national perspective, which will increase the readership of this book and it will

prove successful in highlighting the various aspects of Indian culture and temple

architecture through young research scholars and scholars of history. Presenting

the subtle nuances of medieval South Indian temple architecture, this book presents

the ornamentation of this temple in a very beautiful manner. The Hoysala dynasty

of medieval times holds an important place in the whole country for its achievements

in the arts, architecture and religious fields. The art and architecture reflected in

the social and cultural background of this period has carved a niche for itself in the

history of the country.  The temples of this period are known for their original

features in the field of art and architecture. Thanks to Dr NC Sujatha for writing

and compiling this unique book and congrats to the history world.

This book of Dr. N.C Sujatha will be successful in providing high-quality

authentic material and information and facts of history to the scholars, subject

penetrating, mystics and general public at the regional level of history. The

publication will prove the authenticity of Dr. N.C Sujata’s writing of historiography. 



Dr. Vinay Srivastava




